
CHAPTER VIII 

Dirac and Klein-Gordon particles 
in external fields 

1 Introduction 

In relativistic quantum mechanics free particles are described by wave equa 
tions: the Klein-Gordon equation for particles without spin and the Dirac 
equation for particles with spin ½. If the particles move in external electro 
magnetic fields, generated by classica! sources, the interaction of these fields 
and the particles is described by adding appropriate terms to the wave equa 
tions. If one wants to confine oneself to single particle theories the electro 
magnetic fields should change relatively slowly in space and time so as to 
avoid effects due to particle production. 
The purpose of this chapter is to find equations of motion and of spin for 

Klein-Gordon and Dirac particles of what one may call the Ehrenfest type, 
i.e. expressions for the time derivatives of the expectation values of the posi 
tion and spin operators. The latter will be uniquely determined by imposing 
their transformation character with respect to the Poincaré group. The 
Hamiltonian, which governs the time behaviour of the expectation values, 
will be brought into a form which allows to distinguish between positive 
and negative-energy solutions; it will be given up to terms with the first 
derivatives of the potentials ( the fields ). 
In sections 2 and 3 the equations of motion and of spin for a particle with 

spin ½ are derived 1. They will turn out to have forms analogous to those 
found in chapter IV for a classical composite particle with inner angular 
momentum. For composite particles without inner angular momentum the 
equations of that chapter simplify considerably. In sections 4 and 5 it will 
appear that equations of that simple type may indeed be derived for a 
quantum particle without spin, i.e. a particle described by the equation of 
Klein and Gordon. 

1 L.G. Suttorp and S. R. de Groot, N. Cirn. 65A(l970)245, on which paper the discussion 
in these sections will be based. 
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2 The free Dirac particle 

a. Inoariances of the Dirac equation 

It is useful to study first the free particle case, since it contains a number of 
aspects which it has in common with the problem of a particle in a field. 
In Dirac's theory for a single particle the states are described by four 

component wave functions 1/J(R, t) that depend on space and time in the 
coordinate representation. The time evolution of these wave functions is 
governed by the Dirac equation. This equation may be written as 

H
0
pi/l(R, t) = _ ~ oijJ(R, t) 

i at (1) 

where the Hamilton operator fora free particle with mass m ( =fa 0) is given by 

H0P = coc·P0p+/Jmc2• (2) 

The symbols oc and f3 stand for hermitian 4 x 4 matrices which obey the anti 
commutation rules 

{oc, oc} = 2U, { oc, /3} = 0, {/3, /3} = 2. 

(where U is the unit tensor and 2 stands for twice the unit 4 x 4 matrix). 
Furthermore P0P is the momentum operator, which reads 

p _ ri a 
op - - - 

i oR 

(3) 

(4) 

in the coordinate representation. 
Physical quantities are represented by operators acting on wave functions. 

The expectation value of an operator Q0P (which is a function of the coor 
dinate Rand the momentum operator (fi/i)o/oR) in a state characterized by 
a wave function ijJ(R, t) is defined as 

- J L ( ha) Qop = 1/J'(R, t)Q0P R, i oR 1/J(R, t)dR. (5) 

The Dirac equation (1) with (2) is covariant under the transformations 
of the Poincaré group, of which we shall study in particular spatial trans 
lations, spatial rotations, spatial inversions, time reversal and pure Lorentz 
transformations. 

In a coordinate frame which is connected to the original frame by an 
infinitesimal translation 

R' = R+a, 

t' = t, 

(where sis an infinitesimal vector), the wave function transforms as 

1/J'(R', t') = 1/J(R, t), 

since then it follows that (!) with (2) is invariant, i.e. valid for quantities 
with primes throughout. Moreover the inner product J ijJ; ijJ 2 dR of two wave 
functions is invariant under this transformation. 
The expectation value in the new coordinate frame 

J ijJ't(R', t')Q0P ( R', 1 
0
:,) 1/J'(R', t')dR' 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

may be written (up to first order ins) as 

J ijJ t(R', t)Q0P ( R', ~ 
0
:7) i/l(R', t)dR' 

+a·f i/1\R', t) [_!_, Q0P (R', h _!_)] 1/J(R', t)dR', (9) 
oR' i oR' 

where a partial integration has led toa commutator. We shall write this as 

Qop+ è)Qop, 

where the first term is equal to (5). The second is the expectation value of the 
operator 

i 
è5Qop = - w[Pop, QopJ. 

h 

This shows that P0P is the generator of spatial translations. 
A coordinate frame which is related to the original frame by an infinite 

simal rotation has coordinates 

R' = R+a!\R, 

t' = t, 
with s an infinitesimal vector. The wave function in the new frame is 

ijJ'(R', t') = (1-½iwa)ijJ(R, t), 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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where the matrix (i is defined as 

(ï = -½ioc /\ IX. (14) 

value in the old frame. Hence it follows from (20) that polar or axial vector 
operators satisfy the reiation 

Indeed one may check that the transformations (12) and (13) ieave the 
Dirac equation ( 1) with (2) and the inner product of two wave functions in 
variant. 
The expectation vaiue of an operator Q0P in the new coordinate frame 

becomes, upon introduction of (12) and (13) into (8), of the form (10) with 
the operator 

i 
è5Qop = s·[RAP0p+½h(ï, QopJ. 

Î1 

This shows that RAP op+ ½h(i is the generator of spatial rotations. 
A vector operator is characterized by 

è)Qop = Il A Qop, 

(cf. (12)). For such operators (15) becomes 

[(R P 1 • )i rvi ] _ ·:t ijkQ A op+ 2J'l(ï , •~op - lt18 k,op, 

with eiik the Levi-Civita symbol. 
For spatial inoersion 

R' = -R, 

t' = t 

the wave function transfonns as1 

if;'(R', t') = /Jif;(R, t). 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Indeed (18) and (19) leave the Dirac equation (1) with (2) and the inner 
product invariant. 
The expectation value of an operator Q0P in the new frame reads: 

J if;'t(R', t')Q0P ( R', 1 
0
~,) if;'(R', t')dR' 

= J P(R, t)f3Qop (-R, - 0 a:) f]if;(R, t)dR. (20) 

A polar or axial vector operator is characterized by the property that the 
expectation value in the new frame is equai to minus or plus the expectation 

1 Phase factors wil! be left out since they do not affect the expectation values considered 
here. 

flop{ - R, - Pop) = + /JDop{ R, P op)/3. 

For time inversion 
R' = R, 

t' = -t 

the wave function transforms as 

if;'(R', t') Tif;*(R, t), 

where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. The matrix Tis such that 
it transforms the Dirac matrices in the following way: 

T-1ocT = -oc*, 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

T-1/JT = /3*. 

From these relations it follows that T*T is a multiple }, of the 4 x 4 unit 
matrix. The anti-Iinear transformation (23) with (22) and (24) ieaves the 
Dirac equation (1) with (2) invariant. The inner product of two wave func 
tions changes into its complex conjugate, so that its absolute vaiue remains 
the same. 
The expectation vaiue of an operator Q0P in the new frame is 

J Vl'\R', t')Q0r ( R', ~ 
0
~,) if;'(R', t')dR' 

= J if;t(R, t)Tti0r ( R, -1 
0
:) T*if;(R, t)dR, (25) 

as foliows by inserting (23) in the first member and taking the transpose, 
which is denoted by a tilde. Choosing for Q0r the unit operator and requiring 
the normalization of the wave function to be invariant one finds that the 
matrix T is unitary (TrT = 1 ). From this property together with T*T = i 
it follows that f = ± T and aiso T* = ± r-1• Thus instead of (25) one 
may write 

J if;'\R', t')Q0r ( R', ~ 
0
:,) 1//(R', t')dR' 

J - ( fi ó) J = if;\R, t)TQ0P R, - i óR T- V1(R, t)dR. 

(24) 

(26) 

We now turn to the discussion of pure Lorentz transformations. Under an 
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infinitesimal pure Lorentz transformation the space-time coordinates trans 
form according to 

R' = R-eet, 

et'= ct=e-R, 

with e an infinitesimal vector. The wave function then transforms as 

if;'(R', t') = (1-½e·a.)if;(R, t), 

J if;'tcfi', t')Dop ( R', ~ 
3
~,) if;'(R', î')dR'. 

cl= et+wR', 

up to first order in e. From (28) with circumflexes, i.e. from 

i/i'(R', t') = (1-½wa.)if;(R, t) 

and (30) it follows with the Dirac equation (1) that one has: 

if;'(R', î') = if;(R', t)-½wa.i(1(R', r) 

.• aij;(R', t) - _!_ -R~'H (R~' ~ _L) ,l,(R' ) + cte ~ B op , ~ 'f' , t . 
3R' he i 3R' 

(27) 

(28) 

since the Dirac equation (1) with (2) and the inner product is invariant for 
the transformation (27-28). 
We now want to compare the expectation value (5) of an operator Q0P at 

the timet with an expectation value (8) at the time"', which is numerically 
equal tot: 

(29) 

Here the variables R.' and t' occur, which correspond to the variables R. and 
î in the old frame. The latter follow from the inverse of the Lorentz trans 
formation (27). One has, with t' = t: 

k = ii' +eet, 
(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

Inserting this expression and its hermitian conjugate into (29) we obtain as 
the expectation value in the new coordinate frame an expression of the form 
(10) with 

or, with the use of (2), 
N0P = ½c-1{R, H0p}, (35) 

where the curly brackets indicate the anticommutator. In this way we found 
that Nop - etP op is the generator of pure Lorentz transformations. 

b. Cooariance requirements on position and spin 

For the description of the behaviour of the particle we need operators for the 
position and for the spin. A number of constraints upon these operators will 
follow from requirements about their transformation properties with respect 
to the Poincaré group, in particular with respect to spatial translations, 
spatial rotations, spatial inversions, time reversal and pure Lorentz trans 
formations. 
As transformation properties with respect to infinitesimal translations ( 6) 

we require that the expectation value of the position operator X
0
P change 

by an amounts and that that of the spin operator s0P be invariant. Then from 
(11) it follows that 

n [P0P, X0µ] = . U, 
l 

[Pop, S0p] = 0. 

(36) 

(37) 
As to the rotation properties we require that both the position and spin 

operator be vectors, so that one has from (17) 

[(R P 1" )i x! J _ ." ijkx /\ op+ zt1<1 ' op - 1118 k,op' 

[(R P .l"- )i j ] - •Jo ijk /\ op+ zrt<T , sop - 1111', sk,op. 

As regards the transformation properties with respect to spatial inversion 
we postulate that the position operator be a polar vector and the spin 
operator an axial vector. In view of (21) this means that we require 

Xo/ -R, -Pop) = - f3Xor(R, pop)/3, 

s0µ( - R, -P0p) = /Js0µ(R, P0p)/J. 

(38) 
(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

c)Q0P = ~ w[N0P-ctP0p, Q0p], n 
where we introduced the abbreviation 

N - -IRH ] •Jo. op = C op-zlrtrJ. 

(33) 

(34) 

For the transformation property with respect to time reversal we require 
that the expectation value of the position operator be invariant, while that 
of the spin operator should change sign. In view of (26) this means that we 
postulate 

Xo/R, -Pop)= TXo/R, pop)T-1, 

s0/R, -P0P) = -Ts0r(R, P0r)T-1, 
where the tilde indicates the transposed of a 4 x 4 matrix. 

(42) 
(43) 
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We now turn to a discussion of the transformation properties of the posi 
tion and spin operators under pure Lorentz transformations. The expecta 
tion value of the position operator X0P will be required to change under the 
infinitesimal pure Lorentz transformation (27) by an amount1 which is equal 
to the expectation value of the operator 

i 
6X0P = -eet+ - {e·X0P, [H0P, X0P]}. 

2hc 

[Ni xj] _ 1 -irxi [H vÎ ]} op , op - zC l op , op , ..11 op , 

(44) 

Therefore it follows from (10) with (33) that the covariance condition2 for 
the position operator is: 

(45) 

where (36) has been employed. The use of the latter formula had as a con 
sequence that the terms with the time t cancelled, so that the requirement 
( 45) contains only the three-vector X0P for the position operator. 
For the spin operator s0P we require that its expectation value change un 

der the pure Lorentz transformation (27) by a term3 which is the expectation 

' In the classica] theory of a composite particlc the set of ccntres of energy at successive 
times determines a world line independent of the Lorentz frame. As a result the positions 
observed in different Lorentz frames are connected in a particular way (cf. M.H. L. Pryce, 
Proc. Roy. Soc. A 195(1949)62). In fact, let us consider the two points t, X(t) and ï, X(I) 
on the world line of which the time coordinates tin the reference frame and t' in an in 
finitesimally different frame have the same numerical value. Thus from (27), t = l' = 
l-c-1e·X(ï) and X'(t) = X'(l') = X(l)-ecl. From the first of these equations one has 
up to first order in e that cl = ct+e· X(t). With the help of this relation the second equa 
tion becomes upon Taylor expansion up to first order 

X'(t)-X(t) = -ect+c-1e-X(t) dX(t). 
dt 

This expression is equal to the expectation value of (44) fora narrow wave packet in the 
limit h -> 0, since then the expectation value of a (syrnmetrized) product of operators is 
equal to the product of expectation values. 
2 Cf. T. F. Jordan and N. Mukunda, Phys, Rev.132(1963)1842; G. Lugarini and M. Pauri, 
N. Cim. 47A(l967)299. 
3 In the classica! theory of a composite particle the inner angular momentum sis the space 
space part (s23, s31, s 12) of an antisymmetric tensor s~fJ of which the space-tirne components 
(s10, s20, s30) are denoted as t. With the same notation as used above we find that in a 
Lorentz frame which is connected to the observer's frame by an infinitesimal Lorentz 
transformation, the inner angular momentum s' at the time l' which is numcrically 
equal tot is s'(I) = s(ï)+e /\ t(l). With a Taylor expansion this relation bccomes 

s'(t)-s(t) = e /\ t(t) + c-1 e·X(t/s(t) . 
dt 

value of the operator 
i 

6s0P = e/\t0P+ -{e-X0p, [H0p, s0P]} 2hc 

with the three-vector operator t0P such that 

se, = -8/\S0p+ -;-- {e-X0p, [Hop, t0p]}. 2fic 

With (10) and (33) it now follows that the covariance condition for the spin 
operator is 

[Ni j] _ 1_ -1fXi [H j ]} .,,_ ijkt 
op, Sop - 2 C l op, op, 5op + lne k,op 

together with the relation 

[Ni j] 1 -1fXi [H tj ]} ·h ijk op, top zC l op, op, op - l e Sk,op, 

!1. = P1<1, 

with i- the 2 x 2 Pauli matrices 

'1,T2,T3=(~ ~), 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

where (37), which is valid both for s0P and t0p, has been used. 
The conditions (36-43), ( 45) and ( 48-49) will be employed for the de 

termination of the form of the position and spin operators. 

c. Transformation of the Hamiltonian to even form; the position and spin 
operators 

In the Pauli representation the Dirac matrices !1. and /J of the Hamilton opera 
tor (2) are written as 

fJ = p3, 

where the matrices a are the 4 x 4 matrices 

(1 = (~ ~) 

(
0 -i) 
i O ' (t -~). 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

Likewise one finds 

t'(t)-t(t) = -e/\s(t)+c-1e-X(t)~(t). 
dt 

For narrow wave packets in the limit h --->- 0 one finds that these expressions are the expec 
tation values of (46) and (47). 
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The matrices p are the 4 x 4 matrices: 

Pi, P2, P3 = (~ ~) , (
0 -i) 
i O ' (~ -~)' (53) 

where 1 stands for the 2 x 2 unit matrix. (The advantage of the use of p- and 
e-matrices is that the three p-matrices commute with the three o-matrices, 
while the product rules for the p-matrices and for the e-matrices amongst 
each other are the same as those for the Pauli matrices i-.) The Dirac ma 
trices (50) are thus of the form: 

oc = (~ ~)' p = (~ -~). 

The Dirac equation (1) with (2) may now be written as a set oftwo equations 
for the upper two and lower two components Ijl 1 and Ijl 2 of the four-com 
ponent wave function Ijl: 

crP0P 1/12 + mc21j! 1 

crP0Pljf 1 -mc21/J2 = 

h aijf 1 
a1 ' 

h 81/12 
i at 

(54) 

(55) 

These equations are coupled because the matrices oc, which occur in the 
Hamilton operator, have 'odd' character in the representation (54), i.e. they 
couple the upper and lower components of the wave function Ijl. The equa 
tions for upper and lower components may be uncoupled by performing a 
unitary transformation due to Pryce1 and Foldy-Wouthuysen2: 

U = Eop+mc2+cPoc·Pop 
~ - { ( 2)}' 2Eop z.; + me _,. 

with the abbreviation 
E ( 2p2 2 4)½ op - C op+m C • 

(56) 

(57) 

(One may find the expression (56) by solving the eigenvalue problem of the 
Hamiltonian (2) and using the complex conjugates of the eigenvectors as the 
rows of the matrix uop.) 
Indeed with the transformation (56) the Hamilton operator becomes 

which has 'even' form, since p has 'even' character. The circumflex will be 
employed to indicate operators in the Pryce-Foldy-Wouthuysen (P-FW) 
picture in order to distinguish them from the original operators in the Dirac 
picture. 

Since now the Hamilton operator has the simple form (58) its eigenvalues 
are immediately seen to be ±(c2p2+m2c4)½ with p the eigenvalue of the 
momentum operator Por. The positive- and negative-energy eigenfunctions 
have now the property that the lower two or upper two components vanish. 
If one calculates the expectation val ue of a physical quantity fora positive 

or a negative-energy solution only the part of the corresponding operator 
that is even in the P-FW picture plays a role. In particular if one wants to 
define the position operator only its 'even' part is of importance. This even 
part, which we shall simply denote by the symbol X0P from now on, is com 
pletely determined if we impose a number of conditions. In the first place, 
from the transformation properties of translation (36), rotation (38), spatial 
inversion ( 40) and time revers al ( 42) with T = a 2 in the Pauli representation 1 
it follows that in the P-FW picture X0P has the form 

- - t - Xop = U0pXop U0P - R+{f1(E0p)+PJ2(E0P)}a AP0p, (59) 

where /1 ( E0P) and /2 ( E0P) are arbitrary real functions of E0P. In deed Pop and 
a are the only vectors available and hence P0P and a /\ P0P the only polar 
vectors. If one limits oneself to vectors that have the right transformation 
character under time re versa! one is left with a /\Pop only2• 
The transformation character under pure Lorentz transformations is 

determined by the commutation rule ( 45), which reads in the P-FW picture 

The left-hand side contains the generator Nop in the P-FW picture. lt has 
been given in (35) in the Dirac picture. In the P-FW picture the Hamiltonian 
fi0r is given by (58) while the Dirac coordinate gets the form 

where 

[N!p, xtp] = ½c-1[X!p, [Bop, xtp]}. 

Rop= uopRUJP = R+çop, 

h au"E V' ~ - ---- - op 
çop = i or; 

~ t 
J; 0 U op - /: + Ço op · 1i U _ = ':>e,op ' op apop 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

- - t - Hop= uopHop uop - PEop, 
1 M. H. L. Pryce, Proc. Roy. Soc. Al95(1949)62. 
2 L. L. Foldy and S. A. Wouthuysen, Phys, Rev. 78(1950)29. 

(58) 

1 The T-matrix may be chosen as a2 in the Pauli representation (50), as follows from (24). 
Indeed CJ2 fulfils the relations T*T =},and TtT = 1, with J, = -1. 
2 If one does not impose time reversal invariance from the beginning one should write 
additional terms {/3(E0v)+/J/4(E0p)}P0P in (59). Ifthe requirement (60) is irnposed on (59) 
with these terms added one finds that/3(E0") and/4(E0") vanish. Hence, strictly spoken, 
time reversal invariance need not be invoked to obtain a unique position operator. The 
Jatter is also true for the obtention of the spin operator. 
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The explicit forms for the even and odd parts çe,op and ç0_0p follow with (56) 

;, = __ he2P0p/\<T 
\:,e,op ~ ( 2 ' 2E0P E0P + me ) 

~ hie/Joc hie3/3oc·P0pPop ç = - -- + - -·--- --~- -- o,op E 2E2 (E 2) 2 op op op+me 

The generator N0P in the P-FW picture becomes now: 

N = 1. - 1/Jf R E } _ /JlieP_op /\ <T op 2 e l ' op + 2 • 2(E0P+me ) 

If (59) and (64) are inserted into (60) one obtains the result that a certain 
Iinear combination of the independent tensors 

Pi ( p )j r! ( p )i ijk op (1' /\ op , op (1' /\ op , i:; O' k 

vanishes. The tensor eijkpk,oppop·a depends upon these, as a consequence of 
the relation: 

Pi ( p )j r: ( p )i p2 ijk ijkp p . - 0 op (f /\ op - op (f /\ op - op/; ak.op+e k,op op (f - . 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

All coefficients of the independent tensors (65) have to be zero. This leads 
to the solution: 

h 
/1(Eap) = ------ 2 , 

2m(E0p+me ) 
fiE0P) = 0. 

ha r. Pop_ . - - R+ --- --e2) Xop - 2m(Eor+m 

(67) 

If this is substituted into (59) we obtain as the position operator in the 
P-FW picture: 

(68) 

In this way the even part of the position operator has been obtained in a 
unique way by imposing its transformation character. A position operator 
of this form has been put forward by Pryce1• 
The part of the spin operator that is even in the P-FW picture may like 

wise be determined by means of the covariance conditions of the preceding 
subsection. Indeed from the requirements (37), (39), ( 41) and ( 43) for the 
translation, rotation, spatial inversion and time reversal properties, it fel 
Iows that the even part of the spin operator, which we shall denote by the 
symbol s0P in the Dirac picture and by s0P in the P-FW picture, has the form2 

sop= U1(Eop)+f3fiEop)}a+{fiEop)+/3fiEop)}Poppop'O' (72) 

with arbitrary real functions/;(E0P) (i = I, ... , 4). (Indeed a and P0PP0P·a 
are the only axial vectors available. Moreover they have the right time re 
versal behaviour.) We now substitute this expression into the covariance 
condition ( 48 ), which in the P-FW picture reads 

[N-; Aj]- 1 -1{-; [ Aj]} h ijk' op,sop - ze Xap, Hop,sop - -:-e tk,op· 
l 

(73) 

Then one finds, by noting that the coefficients of the independent (syrn 
metrical) tensors P!PP~PP0P·a and 6ijP0P'<T must vanish, the form of the 
functions/;(E0P). In this way the expression (72) becomes 

( ) Jc+/3µ 2 sop= },+/3µ Eop(j- 2 e Poppop'<T, 
E0P+me- 

The expression X
0
P in the Dirac picture may be found with ( 56), which 

implies 
uJP = f3Uop/3 (69) 

with arbitrary real constants Je and Jl. Furthermore one obtains from (73) 
for iop: 

t0P = e/3(), + /Jµ)P op/\ O". 

(74) 

(75) 

and 
iJ =U <TV' =<T+i_c:_/}_~_i'-PoP__ezJl_o_p/\(<TAPop) (70) 
op - op op ..,, • 

E0P E0r( E0P + me 

U sing also ( 61-63) we get then from ( 68) the Dirac picture position operator 

The expressions (74) and (75) fulfil the relation ( 49) (with circumflexes ). 
From the transformation properties we have found an expression for the 

spin operator s0P, which still contains two arbitrary constants. (The reason 
for the occurrence of such multiplicative constants is the fact that the co 
variance requirements (37), (39), ( 41 ), ( 43) and ( 48) are all linear and homo 
geneous in s0P and t0P.) To fix the scale we impose a final condition. We re 
quire that the sum of the orbital angular momentum X0P /\ P0P and the spin 
angular momentum s0P be equal to the total angular momentum which is the 

X R iîi ( oc·P p ) op = + - /3 oc- e2 op op 
2me Ez · op 

(71) 
1 M. H. L. Pryce, op. cit. 
2 Iftime reversal is not imposed nothing changes in the expression (72), in contrast with the 
situation for the position operator. 
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generator of rotations given by (15): 

xop /\pop+ Sop = R /\ Pop +½hu. 
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( where ( 58) and ( 68) have been used ), one may write the relation (81) also as 

(76) "' -IA A t0P = C V0P /\ S0P. (83) 

Transforming from the Dirac picture to the P-FW picture we find for this 
condition 

X0P11P0P+s0P = R11P0P+½hu. 

We could omit some circumflexes, because one has P0P = P0P and 

R II P0P +½h&0P = R /\ Pop +½fu,, 

(77) 

(78) 

as follows from (61-63) and (70). Substituting (68) and (74) into (77) one 
finds that the constants are }" = h/2mc2 and µ = 0, so that finally the even 
part of the spin operator (74) becomes 

A hE0P hP0pPop·u 
sop = --2 u- "" ----~-- 2 ' 

2mc 2m(E0P + me ) 

while (75) gets the form: 

' h 
top = -- /JPop /\ (J. 

2mc 

(79) 

(80) 

The spin operator (79) is conserved since it commutes with the Hamiltonian 
(58). 
In the preceding we showed that the covariance properties alone sufficed 

to fix the position operator xop and to find the spin operator sop apart from 
multiplicative constants. It turned out to be possible to choose these con 
stants in such a way that also the total angular momentum condition (77) 
could be satisfied. (Of course, since in the present case X0P is completely 
fixed by the covariance requirements the condition (77) alone would have 
been sufficient to determine s0P. However, in view of the fact that such a 
procedure is not possible in the case with fields - to be considered later - we 
have not followed this line of reasoning to determine s0P.) 
The operators (79) and (80) are connected by the relation 

It is the quantum-mechanical counterpart of the classica! relation p,s•P = O 
(IV.67) with pa = mu" (IV.1 I 9) for the field-free case. 
In the Dirac picture the operators s0P and t0P follow from (79) and (80): 

sop= ½hu- ih/3rJ.11P --- ~- op 

2mc 

h 
top = --- /JPop /\ U, 

2mc 
where we used (70) and: 

t -crJ.·P0P + /Jmc2 U op/JU op = --- __ E - - 
op 

(84) 

(85) 

(86) 

which follows from (2), (58) and (69). The spin operator (84) has been given 
already by Pryce '. 
The operators (84) and (85) are the space-space and space-time parts of an 

antisymmetric tensor 

/LV _ J_fi µv _}!__ ( "P: _ vpµ) Sop - 2 U + Y op Y op , 
2mc 

where we introduced Dirac matrices yµ (11 = 0, l, 2, 3) defined as: 

)'o = -i/3, 

(87) 

y = -i/3rJ. (88) 
and the abbreviation 

a'" = -½i[yfl, y'']. (89) 

, /JcP0P A 

top = -- /\sop. 
Eor 

By introducing the velocity operator in the P-FW picture 

A - i [H~ x~ J - /Jc2Pop 
vop =: - op' op - --- 

h E0P 

(82) 

The zero-component Pip of PtP is defined to be equal to H
0
P/c ( = rJ.·P

0
P + 

+ Bmc ). The spin tensor (87) has been found by Fradkin and Good 2 and 
by Hilgevoord and W outhuysen3 starting from a different basis. 
The components of the position operator (68) do not commute; in fact 

one finds the commutation rule 
(81) 

(

A 2 p p A ' 

[){i '){j] = ihëijk ~,_op~- + _k,O_IJ__<>P
0

SO_IJ) 
op op E2 2E2 

op m op 
1 M. H. L. Pryce, op. cit. 
2 D. M. Fradkin and R. H. Good jr., N. Cirn. 22(1961)643. 
3 J. Hilgevoord and S. A. Wouthuysen, Nucl. Phys. 40(1963)1. 

(90) 
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(it has the same form in the Dirac picture, i.e. without circumflexes ). For the 
components of the spin operator one gets a commutation rule of the form 

[
Ai Aj ] • "k ( p p A ) sop' sop = ihs" s. + k,op op·sop k,op 2 2 ' 

n1 C 

xop.NW = R. 

(91) 

( again it has the same form in the Dirac picture). 
The requirement of covariant behaviour imposed on the part of the posi 

tion operator that is even in the P-FW picture has led to non-commuting 
components. This state of affairs is different from the situation in non 
relativistic theory, where one is acquainted with position operators that 
possess commuting components. (lndeed the right-hand side of (90) is of 
order c-2: namely of the order of the square of the Compton wavelength.) 
Correspondingly the commutation relations for the components of the spin 
operator do not have the same form as those for the components of the 
generator R /1. Pop +-}h<1 of spatial rotations 1• 
lf in Dirac theory one would impose as a condition the commutation of 

the Cartesian components of the even part of the position operator one finds, 
following a similar line of reasoning as above, a position operator which is 
that of Newton and Wigner2 (v. appendix): 

(92) 

This operator however does not possess covariant properties as does (68). 
It has been tried to reconcile the requirement of covariance and commuta 

tion of the components of the position operator. This can only be achieved 
through an interplay of even and odd parts of the position operator. One 
obtains in this way the Dirac position and spin operators (v. appendix and 3). 
However the even parts alone of these operators violate the covariance con 
dition, and since only these parts occur in the expectation values for positive 
( or negative) energy solutions the latter will not possess covariant properties. 
(Still a different position operator may be proposed" if apart from the re 
quirement of evenness also the commutivity condition is abandoned.) 

1 M. I-1. L. Pryce, op. cit., showcd that the commutation relations (90) and (91) have clas 
sica! counterparts in Poisson bracket relations for the componcnts of the ccntre of energy 
and the inner angular momentum of a composite particlc in classica! theory, as discussed 
in chapter IV. 
2 T. D. Newton and E. P. Wigner, Rev. Mod. Phys. 21(1949)400. 
3 T. F. Jordan and N. Mukunda, op. cit.; G. Lugarini and M. Pauri, op. cit. 
4 M. Bunge, N. Cim. 1(1955)977; H. Yamasaki, Progr. Theor. Phys. 31(1964)322, 324; 
M. Kolsrud, Phys, Norv. 2(1967)141, 149. 

3 The Dirac particle in a field 

a. Inoariance properties 

The Dirac Hamiltonian for a particle in an electromagnetic field E(R, t), 
B(R, t), with potentials cp(R, t), A(R, t), reads 

Hop = C(l.
0
1Cop + f3mc2 + etp + H a.op > 

Ha,op = -}(g-2)µB(i/3(1.·E-/3<1·B), 
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(93) 
(94) 

where n0P stands for P0P -( e/c )A and µBis the Bohr magneton eh/2mc. The 
Pauli term Ha.op represents the coupling of the anomalous magnetic moment 
with the field. 
The Dirac equation (1) with this Hamilton operator is covariant under 

the transformations of the Poincaré group. One may find (just as in section 
2) expressions for the change of the expectation value of an operator under 
these transformations. In particular we are interested in the change of the 
expectation value of an operator Q0P that depends on the coordinates R, the 
momentum operator P0P = (h/i)ó/àR and the potentials cp(R, t) and A(R, t). 
Under an infinitesimal translation (6) the expectation value of Q

0
P changes 

by an amount which is the expectation value of the operator 
l 

3Qop = - e'[P0p, Q0p] +Q0P(R, P0P, A-e·VA, cp-e-Vcp)-Q0P(R, P0p, A, cp). h 
(95) 

This may be derived in the same way as (11) is derived in section 2, if one 
uses the transformation property of cp and A under translations: 

cp'(R', t') = cp(R, t), 
A'(R', t') = A(R, t). (96) 

Up to terms with the potentials, but without derivatives of the potentials, 
(95) simplifies to 

i 
3Qop = - e-[Pop, Qop], 

h 
(97) 

which is the same expression as (11) for the free particle. 
Under an infinitesimal rotation (12) the expectation value changes by a 

term which is the expectation value of the operator 

3Qop = ~ e-[R/\P0p+-}h<1, Qop] 
h 

+Q0r(R, P0P, A +e /1. A-(e /1. R)'VA, cp-(e /\ R)'Vcp)-Q0/R, P0P, A, cp), 
(98) 
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where we used the transformation property of <p and A under rotations 

<p'(R', t') = <p(R, t), 

A'(R', t') = A(R, t)+e/\A(R, t). 

Up to terms without derivatives of the potentials the expression (98) is 

c'5Qop = ~ e-[R /\ P0p +½hu, D0p] + (e /\ A)· i)Qo_p_. (100) 
h aA 

(99) 

Owing to the presence of the last term, this expression differs from ( 15) for 
the field-free case. Fora vector operator, which is characterized by (16), the 
relation (100) becomes: 

"QÎ 
[(R /\ P + 1-hu)i QÎ ]- iheimn A _1:7_ 0l' = iheijkQ 

op 2 , op m OAn k.op, 

which is the generalization of (17) to the case with fields. 
In the special case that Q0P is independent of <p and depends on A only via 

n0P = P0P-(e/c)A (i.e. Q0P = Q0P(R, n0P)) we have for the last term of(IO0) 

- : (e /\ A)· aQop_ = ie [(e /\ A)·R, D
0
P]. 

C on0P he 

(The differential quotient stands for the limit }, -+ 0 of r 1 { Q0P(R, n0P + }. ) 
-Q0P(R, n0P)}, where À = (Je, 0, 0) and cycl.) Therefore one may write the 
expression (100) for this special class of operators Q0P as 

(102) 

i 
è5Q0P = -e·[R/\ n0P+½hu, Q0p], h 

(101) 

(103) 

which has a form analogous to (15), with P0P replaced by nw 
For spatial inversion (18) one finds for the expectation value of Q0P in the 

new frame the expectation value of the operator ( cf. (20) for the field-free 
case): 

f3Qop(-R, -Pop, -A, <p)/3, 

where we used the transformation of the potentials: 

(104) 

<p'(R', t') = <p(R, t), 

A'(R', t') = -A(R, t). 

Therefore fora polar or axial vector operator one has the relation (cf. (21)): 

(105) 

Under time reversal (22) one obtains for the expectation value of Q
0
P in the 

new frame the expectation value of the operator (cf. (26) for the field-free 
case): 

TQ.op(R, -Pop, -A,<p)T-1, 

where we used the transformation property of the potentials 

<p'(R', t') = <p(R, t), 

A'(R', t') = -A(R, t). 

The behaviour of an expectation value under pure Lorentz transformations 
follows from the transformation of the wave function, which is given by an 
expression as (32) but now with a Hamilton operator H

0
P which depends on 

the potentials <p(R', t) and A(R', t). This expression has to be substituted 
into the transformed expectation value, which reads as (29) but with an 
operator Q0P which depends also upon the transformed potentials <p'(R', t') 
and A'(R', t'). If one uses the transformation formulae for the potentials 

A'(R~' '') A(R~' ) (R~' ) oA(R', t) -! R~' oA(R', t) t = t -em t +cte- --'--------'- +c 8' ' ' ,, ' aR' at ' 

'(R~' '') ( ~, ) ~ am(R' t) a (R~' ) ((J , t = <p R, t -e-A(R', t)+cte- '/' ~' +c-1e-R' ((J , 1 

aR' at 

<p-e·A+cte-V<p+c-1e-R a<p) -Q
0
P(R, P

0
p, A, <p), 

at 

'Q i [ p Q ] sa; ea; À ö op= -e· N0P-ct op, op -e---<p- --e- . 
h aA a<p 

(107) 

(108) 

(109) 

one finds that the expectation value changes by a quantity which is the ex 
pectation value of the operator ( cf. (33) for the field-free case): 

óQ0P = }_ e-[ N0P -ctP0P, D0p] h 

+Q0P (R, P0P, A-e<p+cte-VA +c-1e·R óA, at 

(110) 

where N0P is given by (34) or (35) with (93). 
If one confines oneself to terms without the derivatives of the potentials, 

this expression reduces to 

(111) 

!20/-R, -P0p, -À, <p) = +fJQop(R, P0p, À, <p)/3. (106) In particular ifthe operator Q0P is independent of <pand depends on A only 
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through n0P = P0r-(e/c)A, the last two terms become 

e 8Q0P ie [ R ] - s· -- cp = - - 8' cp, Qop , 
C 81t0P he 

so that (111) gets the form: 

"Q - i ·[N(q,) - p Q ] u op - - 8 op et op' op ' 
h 

where we used the abbreviation 

N(q,J = N -( / )R - l -1fR H - } op - op e e cp - 2 e l , op ecp . 

In the last member the definition (34) or (35) has been used. 

D CH. VIII 

(112) 
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thus from (106) 

X0P(-R, -P0p, -A,cp) = -/JX0P(R,P0p,A,cp)/J, 

S0P(-R, -P0p, -A,cp) = [Js0p(R,P0p,A,cp)fJ. 
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(117) 

(118) 

(113) 

(114) 

U nder time reversal the expectation value of the position operator should 
remain invariant, while the spin operator must change sign, so that one must 
have in view of (107) 

X0p(R, -P0p, -A,cp) = TX0P(R,P0p,A,cp)T-1, (119) 

sor(R, -P0p, -A,cp) = -Ts0r(R,P0p,A,cp)T-1. (120) 

For the transformation property of the position operator under a pure 
Lorentz transformation we postulate, just as in the field-free case ( cf. ( 44)), 
that 

b. Covariance requirements on the position and spin operators for a particle 
in a field 

The position and spin operators for a free Dirac particle have been found in 
section 2. Ifthe particle moves in an electromagnetic field the problem of the 
derivation of the position and spin operators should be reconsidered from 
the beginning. The expression for these operators should reduce to those of 
the field-free case if the fields are switched off. In the presence of fields the 
position and spin operators will contain additional terms with the potentials 
and their derivatives whith respect to time and space coordinates. In the 
following we shall be interested only in those additional terms which contain 
the potentials, not their derivatives. These additional terms will be determined 
by imposing a number of conditions just as in the field-free case. In this 
section we shall be concerned with the requirements of covariance with 
respect to the Poincaré group. 
As translation properties we impose again (36-37) on the position and 

spin operator. As rotation properties we require that both the position and 
spin operator be vector operators, so that we have, in view of (101 ), 

»x: [(R P 1/i )i Xj] ·n ;,,,,,A O 
op - ·n =x (115) /\ op+ 2 (f , op - l 8 m "A" - l 8 k ,op , 

0 

,.., j 

[(R P 1h ); j] ·;,, i11111A osop _ ·ti ijk (ll6) /\ op+-z (f ,Sop -1118 m-- - l 8 Skop• 
8A" ' 

As to the properties under spatial inoersion, we require that the position 
operator be a polar vector and the spin operator an axial vector. We have 

öX0r = -eet+ _i_ {s·X0r, [H0p, X0P]}, 2he (121) 

but where now the Hamilton operator H0P stands for the expression (93). 
With (lll) for D0p X0p and (36) we find from (121) 

h 
(
"Xj ix! ) i j O op O op i _ 1 - 1 i .i [N0P, X0P]- -:- -_:;-- cp+ -A - 2e {X0p, [H0

P, X
0
P]}. 

1 oA; 8cp 

For the transformation property of the spin operator under a pure Lorentz 
transformation we also postulate an equation of the same form as in the 
field-free case i.e. (46-47), but with H0P (93) inserted. With (37) and (111) 
for D0P = s0P we find from (46-47): 

(122) 

[N; _;] h (ûstp astP Ai) _ 1 -1fXi [H j ]} h ijk 
op, Sop - --: --- cp + -,..,- - ze l op, op, Sop - --: f; tk,op, 

i 8A; ce 1 

with the three-vector operator t0P such that 

[N; j ]- ~ (?5-I? 8!_~ Ai) _ i -lfXi [H j ]} ~ ijk (124) op, top . ,.., cp+ - ze l op, op, top + . 8 Sk,op· 
1 oA; 8cp 1 

(123) 

In the following we shall find the position and spin operators up to terms in 
the potentials by using the covariance requirements given above. We first 
have to transform the Hamilton operator for a Dirac particle in a field. It 
will be convenient to use Weyl transforms in the course of the reasoning. For 
that reason a short digression on Weyl transforms, in particular their gener 
alization to operators pertaining to particles with internal degrees of free 
dom, will now be given. 
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c. Weyl transforms for particles with spin 

In chapter VI the theory of Weyl transforms of operators for point particles 
was considered. If the particles have structure, this method has to be gener 
alized somewhat. (See also the appendix of chapter VI for details.) Indeed 
to every eigenvalue p and q of the momentum and coordinate operators P 
and Q 1 now correspond several eigenstates, which will be labelled by an 
extra index: 

Pip, K) = PIP, K), Qlq, K) = qlq, K). 

a., = J dplp, K)<p, )cl = J dqlq, K)<q, ),1, 

A = h-3 L J dpdq aKiP, q)AKiP, q). 
K,}. 

Here the operator AKJ.(P, q) is given by 

AK;,(P, q) = A(p, q)QKÁ 

aK;,(P, q) = 6KJ. a(p, q), 
where a(p, q) is independent of K and 2. 

(125) 

In Dirac theory K assumes the values 1, 2, 3 or 4. From this basis we construct 
the operator 

(126) 

which transforms the subspace of Hilbert space labelled by ), into that 
labelled by K. 
The Weyl transform of an operator A may be defined in a way which is 

analogous to that of the theory of point parti cl es. One gets ( cf. (VI.14) and 
(VI.26)): 

a";.(p, q) = J due(ifli)q·u<P+½u, KIAlp-½u, A) 

= J dve<ifli)p·v<q--}v,KIAlq+½v,A). (127) 

The Weyl transform thus depends on a pair of labels KA. From the Weyl 
transform one may recover the operator ( cf. (VI. 13)): 

(128) 

(129) 

with the two operators A(p, q) (VI.15) and QK;, (126). 
In the special case that the operator A does not connect the different parts 

of Hilbert space labelled by K and acts moreover in each subspace in the 
same way, one finds from (127) that its Weyl transform has the form 

(130) 

1 In this subsection we usc capitals for operators and lower case symbols for c-numbers, 

If the operator A is independent of the coordinate and momentum opera 
tors (as for instance the Dirac matrices) its Weyl transform (127) is inde 
pendent of p and q: 

a";.(P, q) = aK;. · 

S -c+ En+ mc2 + c[Jrz-n 
l,op +'- {2En(En+mc2)}½' 

where we used the abbreviation 

Eç s: (c2n2+m2c4)½, 

t -,-+ ien au aut k 
S 1 ,op S 1 ,op +'- 1 + - ëijk - -,.,- B , 

2c er, er, 
1 E.I. Blount, Phys, Rev. 126(1962)1636, 128(1962)2454. 

(131) 

For the Weyl transform of a product of operators one obtains ( cf. (VI.42)) 

{
ih (a(a) 3(b) aca) a<b))} 

AB +:t: exp - - · - - -" ·--,:;- I a"µ(p, q)bµ;.(P, q). (132) 
2 óq op op oq µ 

This expression permits to find the Weyl transforms of the commutator and 
anticommutator oftwo operators as well (see chapter VI, formulae (AI60- 
161 ). 

d. Transformation of the Hamilton operator 

The Hamiltonian (93) will be put to even form by three successive trans 
formations. First a transformation will be performed ' with the operator 

(133) 

(134) 

with n == P-(e/c)A. At the right-hand side of (133) the Weyl transform 
has been written. If e = 0, the operator S1,op reduces to U0

P (56) ofwhich the 
Weyl transform will be denoted by U. If only terms linear in e and without 
second and higher derivatives of the potentials are taken into account we 
find 

t t ieh oU oH t k ieh oH aut k S 1 ,op Hop S ! ,op +:t: S 1 H S 1 + - ëijk -::;--- -" - U B + - ëijk U -::;--- -- B 
2c er, er, 2c er, er, 

+ ieh ë·· iJ_U Haut Bk- ieh oU ocp_ ut+ ieh U ocp aut' (l35) 2c '1k ee, apj 2 er, oR' 2 àR; oP' 

since the Weyl transform of S1,op depends on Pand R only through n. Here 
the same symbols are used for operators (!.h.s.) and their Weyl transforms 
(r.h.s.). The operator S1,op is not unitary since 

(136) 
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However the product U1,0p = S2_0pSi,op is unitary (up to terms linear in e 
and without second and higher derivatives of the potentials), if S2,0P is chosen 
such that 

s ---,---,.. _ ieh êU aut 
z,or +'- 1 - eijk - - ... Bk 

4c êP; àl". . 
J 

(137) 

The transforrned Hamiltonian becomes 

1 ---,---,.. t ieh êU êH t k ieh êH aut k U 1 op Hop U 1 op +-'- S 1 H S 1 + -- e;1k - ~ U B + - eijk U - --- B 
' ' 2c êP; oPj 2c oP; oPj 

+ ieh
1
;.,_éJ__[l_HaU-r Bk- ieh oU i}_cp__ ut+ ieh U ~([J__ aut 

2c '1' er, oPj 2 er, êRi 2 en, er' 
ieh au aut k ien au aut k ( ) - - eijk -- -- -- B /JE - -- - /JEeijk - -- B . 138 
4c êPi êPj 4c êP; êPj 

We now introduce the abbreviation ç (62) and employ the identity 

uêH__ ut= a (uHut)- ~7!.Hut-uHaut = /Jc~l'_ + 2i E/Jç, 
êP óP êP êP E h 

0 (139) 

where o ( and e) denote odd ( and even) parts. In the last member we used the 
Weyl transform of (58) and (62). Then (138) becomes 

U H ut ---,---,.. /JE - ieE f ;:i f3d1. k 
1,op 1op 1.op ..:- n+eq> 2-hc eijkl'>, ~oJB 

ff ~ t - - /Jçc·(P AB)+eç· -- +½(g-2)/lB U(i/Jrt:E-f]rrB)U. (140) 
E e« 

Since the time derivative of the transformed wave Iunction is determined by 
{U1HU}-(h/i)(oU1/êt)U;}0P we also need 0U1.0p/ot of which the Weyl 
transform is -(e/c)(oU/êP)·(oA/ot) (up to terms linear in e and without 
second derivatives of the potentials). We obtain thus 

U 1 ,op Hop UÎ,0p -(h/i)(ê U 1,0P/ot)UÎ,0P ~ /JE11 + eq>- 2i~E eijk{ t, f]ç~}Bk 
nc 

ec • - --/Jç;(P AB)-eç·E+-l(g-2)µ6 U(i/Joc·E-/JrrB)U'. (141) 
E 

Here the odd terms which depend on the fields may be transformed away by 
means of a final unitary ( up to terms linear in e and without second and 
higher derivatives of the potentials) transformation 

U 1 ie f:,:i :,:j}Bk 
2,op ~ - 4hc 8ijkl'>e, '>o 

- 
2
~/Jç0·E+ (g~~µB /J{U(if]oc·E-/3rrB)Uî}

0
• (142) 

The explicit transformed Hamiltonian is obtained if we substitute the expres 
sions (63). The result is - up to terms linear in e and without second and 
higher derivatives of the potentials 

H~ - U H ut ut h ó(U2,op U1,op) ut ut 
op = u2,op 1,op op !,op 2,op---_- ~ !,op 2,op 

i et 
me" mc3 ~ /JE11 + eq>- µ6 -- /J<rB - µ6 ---- (P /\ a}E 
E E(E+mc2) 

-l( _2) {P<rB- f3c
2
P·aP·B + c_(PAo-)·E), 

2 g µB E(E+mc2) E f (143) 

which is the relativistic generalization of the expression derived by Foldy 
Wouthuysen 1• Apart from the anomalous terms it has been found by 
Blount2. We shall call it the Hamiltonian in the Blount picture. 

e. Couariant position and spin operators 

In order to obtain the equation of motion up to second order derivatives of 
the potentials an expression for the position operator including terms with 
the potentials will be needed. Since the Hamiltonian (143) in the Blount 
picture is even only the even part X0P of the position operator in the Blount 
picture is relevant. This part is fixed by a set of conditions. In the first place 
the expression X0P in the Blount picture should reduce to the form (68) for 
the field-free case. If furthermore the transformation properties of X

0
P under 

translations (36), rotations (115), spatial inversion (l 17), time reversal 
(119) with T = CJ 2 in the Pauli representation and pure Lorentz trans 
formations (122) are taken into account it follows after a straightforward 
but rather long calculation, that in the Blount picture X

0
r has the form 

- ho ». n X0r ~ R+ ------ 
2m(E11+mc2) 

{
c nlc3 mc3PAAP·a } +(a1+/Ja2) -PAaP·A+---A/\<1- ---- --2-- -/3PA<1cp, 
E E E(E+mc) 

(144) 

1 L. L. Foldy and S. A. Wouthuysen, op. cit. 
2 E. I. Blount, op. cit. 
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where a1 and a2 are real arbitrary constants. The velocity operator (up to 
terms with the potentials) corresponding to this position operator follows 
with (143): 

i À A 2 
Û0P = -[H0p, X0p]-:,;±/3c n/E" = v. 

h 

In an analogous way the even part s0P of the spin operator in the Blount 
picture up to terms with the potentials (which should reduce to (79) in the 
field-free case) is found by fixing its transformation properties under trans 
lations (37), rotations (116), spatial inversion (118), time reversal (120) with 
T = <J2 and pure Lorentz transformations (123-124). We obtain 

A hE hnara ( f3cP P·acp) s0p-:,;±--%a- 
2 

+(b1+/3b2) AP·a-mcf3acp---- 
2mc 2m(E"+mc) E+mc2 

+(b3+/3b4) (cPP·AP·a -c-1EaP·A- f3EPP·a: +c-2/3E2acp). (146) 
E+mc2 E+mc 

The operator t0p, which is connected with s0P according to (123-124), is in 
the Blount picture: 

• hf3n /\ a ( cf3P /\ AP·a) t0P-:,;±---+(b1+[Jb2) mc/3aAA+ 2 2mc E+mc 

+ (b3 + [3b4)(f3a /\ PP·A + c-1 EcpP /\ a). (147) 

A further constraint on the spin operator follows from the orthogonality 
condition 

-1 A A A 

C V0P /\ S0P = t0P, (148) 

which is the quantum-mechanical counterpart (up to terms with the poten 
tials) of the classica! conditicn zi.s'" = 0 (IV.67) with (IV.152). It is satisfied 
if b1 and b2 vanish. 
The position operator and the spin operator are not independent of each 

other. As a generalization of the field-free case we shall require that the sum 
of the orbital angular momentum X0P /\ n0P and the spin s0P be equal to the 
operator R /\ n0P + ½ha in the Dirac picture. As shown in ( 103) this quantity 
is the generator of rotations for a special class of operators. The requirement 
reads written in the Blount picture 

X0P A n0P + s0P = RA n0P + ½ha. 

(145) 

(149) 

If (144) and (146) are inserted we get the result that the remaining constants 

a1, a2, b3 and b4 vanish as well, so that finally we obtain in the Blount pic 
ture 

À ha r. n 
Xop -:,;± R + z ' 

2m(E"+mc ) 

,__ hE" hnn·a sop -:,;± ---2 a - - , 2 
2mc 2m(E"+mc) 

and in the Dirac picture 

X -,+ R ih ( 11:·nn) op<- + --~-/3 (1;-C2 --- 
2mc E2 ' 

" 

(l 50) 

(151) 

(152) 

s -:,;± lha- ih/311: /\ n (153) 
op 2 2mc 

as position and spin operators. 
With the help of these final results for the position and spin operators up 

to terms with the potentials we shall derive equations of motion and spin. 

f. Equations of motion and of spin 

The equation of motion for the Dirac particle is obtained by taking twice the 
total time derivative ( with the use of the Hamiltonian ( 143)) of the position 
operator in the Blount picture. In the first place we have to evaluate the ve 
locity operator. The Weyl transform of the commutator [H

0
r, X

0
rJ can be 

expressed in terms of the Weyl transfonns of B
0
P and X

0
P with the use of 

(132). Up to terms Iinear in e and without field derivatives one obtains for the 
velocity operator (cf. (145)): 

A - dXop - i [H~ x- ] axop 
vop = -- = - op' op + -- 

dt h at 

(Jnc2 ehcf3aP·B ehcfJPu·B(E2 + Emc" + ni2c4) -:,;± -- - --'---- + ---'-----------'------------'-- 
E" 2mE(E+mc2) 2mE3(E+mc2) 

ehc2P(P /\ a)·E 1 () - {(JP·aB f3c2PP·aP·B + ---'------'----- +zg-2µB -- - ----- 
2~3 ~ mE3 

+ cE /\ <J + c3P(P /\ a)·E _ cP·aP /\ E } . (154) 
E E3 mE(E+mc2) 

Likewise the acceleration operator may be calculated up to terms linear in e 
and with first derivatives of the field 
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d2X0p = dv0p = ~ [H , v J + ~-v0p +!= e2 (u- e2PP) 
dt2 dt fi op op Of E E2 

[ 
ee {me2 (Jme

3 
} · e(JE + - P /\ B + µ8 -- (VB)·a+ 2 (VE)·(P /\ a) E E E(E+me) 

+µu (i + (Je2P·V){P(PAa)·E _ (JaP·B +/J!'a~B_(E
2
+Eme

2
+m

2
e
4
) 

ot E m2e3 E+me2 m2e4(E+me2) 

___ (JPP·aP·B } +½(g-2)/lu {(VB)'a- c2_(VB)·PP·a -(J e_(y~t(a_!'~1} 
m2e2(E+me2) E(E+me2) E 

1( 2) (8 /Je2P·V){ _1E (Ja·PB P·aP AE }] (155) +-,,. g- µB - + --- e /\a+ -- - ---- . 
- àt E me" me(E+me2) 

(The time and space derivations act only on the fields.) The first terms at 
the right-hand side contain the fields E(R, t) and B(R, t) as functions of the 
space coordinate in the Blount picture. Since the position of the particle is 
given by X (150), we now wish to introduce the fields as functions of X. Then 
we obtain for the first two terms on the right-hand side of (155) up to terms 
linear in e and with first derivatives of the fields 

~ ee ~ {(Je(aAP)'VE e2(aAP)·V(PAB)\ 
e(JE(X, t)+ -P /\B(X, t)-µB ··- --- + --··--·----/ · 

E E + me" E(E + mc2) 

(The non-commutative character of the components of X does not cause 
trouble here because of the limitation to first derivatives of the fields.) 
Furthermore we introduce the spin operators (151) instead of a; since in 
(155) ais only needed up to order e0 we write 

(156) 

2 2pp A u. me A c ·s 2;r1a = s+ --- 
E E(E+mc2) 

Substituting (156) and (157) into (155), using the Maxwell equation V AE 
= -o0B and introducing the abbreviations p = cP/E, y = (l-P2)--l and 
à0 = e-13/ot we obtain as the equation of motion: 

Here we have limited ourselves to the 'upper left' part of the matrix ex 
pression (i.e. f3 replaced by 1) which is the relevant part if expectation values 
for positive-energy solutions are evaluated. (Again the time and space deri 
vations act only on the fields.) 
At the right-hand side various terms which represent forces appear. (The 

factor U - pp arose, because we considered the time derivative of the velocity 
operator. In classica! theory one also encounters a similar factor in that 
case.) In the first place one recognizes the Lorentz force on the particle with 
charge e. Its velocity independent part is equal to eE. The quantity Pis, up to 
order e0 and for positive-energy solutions, the Weyl transform of the velocity 
operator times c-1, as (154) shows. Next, two terms with space derivatives 
of the fields E and B appear. The velocity independent part is the 'Kelvin 
force' (V B)·în, where fü stands for the total magnetic moment (ge/2mc )s in 
the Blount picture. Finally two terms with the total time derivation 80 + P·V 
of the fields appear. The velocity independent part is -80( lÎta /\ E) with tÎta 
the anomalous magnetic moment {(g-2)e/2mc}s in the Blount picture. This 
magnetodynamic effect is seen to contain the vector product of the electric 
field E and the anomalous part of the magnetic moment1• 
The magnetodynamic effect was discussed extensively in recent years. Some 

authors2 found, in contrast with the result obtained, that also the normal 
magnetic moment ( or half it) contributes to this effect. This is a consequence 
of the fact that their treatment was based on non-covariant position opera 
tors, such as Newton-Wigner's or the even part of Dirac's operator (v. 
problems 4 and 5)3• 
The spin equation follows by taking the total time derivative of the spin 

operator (151) in the Blount picture. Using the Hamiltonian (143) we obtain 
for its Weyl transform 

(157) 

dl) [ ~ ~ m --"1'+!:y-2(V-PP)· yeE(X, t)+yefiAB(X, t) 
dt 

+ -~ {(VB)·s+(VE)·(PAs)+y2(00+P·V)Ps·(B-/JAE)} 2mc 

- (o-2)e y2(oo+P·V){s/\(E+PAB)-s/\PP·E}]. 
2me 

dsop = Î [H~ A J ósop { R B {3c
2 
p /\ BP·a (eP ) E} 

- - - op, Sop + - +!= µB JJ(J' /\ - 2 + - /\ (J' /\ 
dt h êt E(E+me) E 

1 { (JP /\ BP·a ePa·E EP·a cPP·aP·E \ +2(g-2)µ8 {3aAB+ .:___ __ - -- + -- - ----··--·-f' 
m(E+me2) E me mE(E+me2) 

(159) 

(158) 

1 L. G. Suttorp and S. R. de Groot, op. cit. 
2 A. Conort, Compt, Rend. 266 B(1968)1184; H. Bacry, Compt. Rend. 267 B(l968)89; 
W. Shockley, Phys. Rev. Lett. 20(1968)343; W. Shockley and K. K. Thornber, Phys. Lett. 
27 A(1968)534; J. H. Van Vleck and N. L. Huang, Phys, Lett. 28 A(l969)768. 
3 P. Hraskó, N. Cim. 3B(l971)213, avoids this problem by studying particles with an 
anomalous magnetic moment only, using the Newton-Wigner position operator. 
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where only terms linear in e and without derivatives of the fields have been 
included. Upon introduction ofs with the help of (157) the equation becomes 

dsop ---,-+ ge mc
2 {PA B (cP A) E' dt +'- 2,;;~ E s A + E A s A f 

+ (g-2)e f /3 P·s PAB- 111~
3 
p A(s AE)- __:_ p A(P AE)P·s'. (160) 

2mc \ mE E mE2 
/ 

Using the same abbreviations as in (158) and replacing again the matrix /3 
by 1 (i.e. limiting ourselves to the part occurring in the expectation value for 
the positive-energy solutions) we get finally 

~Sop ~ j}_!._ )' - 1 { S A B + (/J A S) A E} 
dt 2mc 

+ (g-l)e y 1{-/P·s(E +PA B)-sP·E-iPP·sfJ·E}. (161) 
2mc 

At the right-hand side various terms appear which express the torques 
exerted by the fields on the particle with magnetic moment. The first two 
terms contain the total magnetic moment tît, the remaining ones the anom 
alous part tlla of it only. The velocity independent term is simply lÎl AB. 
Equations (158) and (161) are the quantum-mechanical equations of 

motion and of spin fora Dirac particle with both a normal and an anomalous 
magnetic moment moving in an external electromagnetic field. They are es 
sentially operator equations: at the right-hand side Weyl transforms appear 
from which the corresponding operators might be retraced. 
From the operator equations one obtains directly equations for expecta 

tion values. They contain expectation values of products of operators. In 
general such expectation values are not equal to the product of expectation 
values of the individual operators. In the classica! limit the expectation value 
of a product of operators does become equal for narrow wave packets - 
to the product of expectation values. Then one obtains equations for expec 
tation values, which have precisely the same form as the corresponding equa 
tions derived in classica! theory ( v. (IV.162-163 ))1. 

1 Earlier discussions on the derivation of equations of classica! form from quantum 
theory include a paper by D. M. Fradkin and R. H. Good jr. (Rev. Mod. Phys, 33(1961) 
343) on the motion of wave packets in homogeneous fields. Furthermore WKB methods 
have been used, for homogeneous fields, by S. I. Rubinow and J. B. Keller (Phys. Rev. 
131(1963)2789) and by K. Rafanelli and R. Schiller (Phys. Rev. 135B(1964)279). W. G. 
Dixon (N. Cim, 38(1965) 1616) ernployed position and spin operators without specifying 
the contributions due to electromagnetic potentials; he Iimited himself to a particle with a 

4 The free Klein-Gordon particle 

a. The Klein-Gordon equation and its transformation properties 

In this section and the following we shall derive the equation of motion for a 
relativistic particle without spin, i.e. a particle which is described by the 
Klein-Gordon equation. It will turn out that a treatment that is to a large 
extent analogous to the one given above may be followed. Again we shall 
study first the free particle before discussing the particle under the influence 
of an electromagnetic field. 
The Klein-Gordon equation of a free particle without spin and with mass 

m ( # 0) reads in the coordinate representation 

( 
1112c

2
) D- -2 ,jJ(R, t) = 0, 

' h 
(162) 

with D = L1-c-2éJ2/àt2 the d'Alembertian and ,jJ(R, t) the wave function. 
The inner product of two wave functions ,jJ 1 and ,jJ 2 

,/, ,/, - ihJ,1,*~'""'1, - ih J( *01/12 01/fi ) <'f'1/y,2) = - 'f'1 Oo tyzdR = -, 1/11 -~- - -~-- 1/12 dR 
me me ot ot 

is defined in such a way, that it is conserved if lj;1 and i/t 2 fulfil the Klein 
Gordon equation. (In the following we shall consider only normalized wave 
functions i/t, i.e. with (i/Jli/t) = 1.) The expectation value of an operator Q

0
P 

is defined as 

Q = _!!!__J (ijt*Q àlj; - ~if* Q ,jJ) dR. 
op mc/' op àt àt op 

(163) 

(164) 

The transformation properties of the wave function which leave the Klein 
Gordon equation and the absolute value of the inner product (163) invariant 
are the following. Under spatial translations (6), R' = R+s, t' = t, the 
wave function is invariant: 

lj;'(R', t') = ij;(R, t). (165) 

normal magnetic moment in a homogeneous field. H. C. Corben (Phys, Rev. 121(1961) 
1833), M. Kolsrud (N. Cim. 39(1965)504), E. Plahte (Suppl. N. Cim. 4(1966)246, 291; 
5(1967)944), H. Yamasaki (Progr. Theor. Phys. 39(1968)372) and K. Rafanelli (N. Cim. 
67A(l970)48) introduce proper time into Dirac theory without solving the difficulties of 
interpretation pertinent to this notion. 
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Under rotations (12), R' = R+sAR, t' = t, the wave function is also in 
variant 

tfi'(R', t') = tfi(R, t). 

Under spatial inoersion (18), R' = -R, t' = t, we have once again1 

(166) 

tfi'(R', t') = tfi(R, t). (167) 

Under time reoersal (22), R' = R, t' = -t, the wave function undergoes an 
anti-Iinear transformation 

tfi'(R', t') = tfi*(R, t). (168) 

Finally, under pure Lorentz transformations (27), R' = R-sct, et' = 
ct=e-R, we have 

tfi'(R', t') = 1/1(R, t). (169) 

b. Feshbach and Villars's formulation 

The Klein-Gordon equation is a differential equation of second order in the 
time. It may be written in the form of a first order equation for a two-com 
ponent wave function by introducing2 the functions: 

where T; are the Pauli matrices (52), and P0P is the momentum operator 
(n/i)a/aR. 
The inner product (163) may now be written as 

(lf'1IP2) = I l[fI T3 P2dR, (174) 

where the obelisk denotes the hermitian conjugate, This follows by insertion 
of the components (170) of the wave functions P1 and P2• The expectation 
value of an operator will be defined as 

a; = J ptT3 a.; p dR. (175) 

This definition reduces to (164) for operators which are a multiple of the 
2 x 2 unit matrix. An operator has real expectation values (175) if one has 

QJP = T 3 Qop T 3 • (176) 

1 ( fi atjf) 
u = -J2 t/1- imc2 81 ' 
V = ~-(t/J+ _!!__ atj1). 

-J2 imc: at 
With the two-cornponent wave function 

p = (:) 

one may write the Klein-Gordon equation (162) fora free particle as 

fi ap 

In particular one may notice that H0P (173) satisfies this relation. 
The transformation properties (165-169) may be expressed in terms of 

the new wave function 'I', For translations (165), rotations (166) and spatial 
inversion (167) we get each time 

P'(R', t') = lf'(R, t). 
(170) 

(171) 

Under translations the expectation value of an operator changes therefore 
by an amount which is the expectation value of 

Hop IJ' = at 
with the Hamilton operator 

- ( . ) p~p 2 H0p= -r3+n2 --+mc-r3, 
2m 

i so.; = s·[Pop, Qop], 
fi 

while under rotations we have 

i 
/jQop = - s-[RAPop, QopJ. 

fi 

(177) 

(178) 

(179) 

(172) A vector operator is characterized by its property 

[(R P )i a! J - •J; »o /\ op , op - lt18 k,op • 

Under spatial inoersion the expectation value changes according to 

J IJ''t(R' t')-r Q (R' ~ J_) IJ''(R' t')dR' 
' 

3 
op ' i aR' ' 

= I pt(R, t)-r3 Qop (-R, - ~ a:) P(R, t)dR. (181) 

(180) 

(173) 

1 Phase factors are ignored, just as before, since they have no influence on the expectation 
values considered. 
2 H. Feshbach and F. Villars, Rev. Mod. Phys. 30(1958)24; cf. M. Taketani and S. Sakata, 
Proc. Phys, Math. Soc. Japan 22(1940)757. 
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In particular a polar or axial vector operator satisfies the relation 

QorC-R, -Pop) = +DorCR, Pop)- (182) 

The transformation property of the wave function under time reversal 
follows from (168): 

P'(R', t') = P*(R, t), (183) 

so that the expectation value of an operator Q0P transforms according to 

J p't(R' t') Q (R' ~ }_) P'(R' t')dR' 
' T3 op ' i oR' ' 

= J pt(R, t)fi0P (R, -1 
0
:) ,3 P(R, t)dR, (184) 

where the tilde indicates the transposed matrix. 
Finally under pure Lorentz transformations the two-component wave func 

tion transforms as 

P'(R', t') = [ 1 -½( T 3 + ÎT 2) s·Pop )/ P(R, t), 
\ me 

(185) 

as follows from (169) with (170) and (171). The change of the expectation 
value of an operator Q0P under pure Lorentz transformations may be found 
now by proceeding along similar lines as followed in (29-33). One finds that 
the change of the expectation value is given by the expectation value of the 
operator 

i 
c)Q0P = -s·[N0P-ctP0p, Q0p], 

h 

where the operator N0P stands for 

N - 1 -trR H } op = 2C 't , op • 

The curly brackets indicate an anticommutator and H0P is given by ( 173 ). 

c. Covariance requirements on the position operator 

(186) 

(187) 

The position operator X0P for the Kleiu-Gordon particle wil! be obtained by 
imposing a number of conditions. We require in the first place that it be a 
polar vector operator with the usual property under translations: 

h 
[P0P, X0PJ = -: U, 

l 

§4 FREE KLEIN-GORDON PARTICLE 

[(R P )i x! ] - ·r. =x /\ op , op - lrt8 k,op, 

X0P(-R, -P0P) = -X0P(R, P0p), 

443 

(189) 

(190) 

(188) 

where (178), (180) and (182) have been used. As to its time reversal property 
we require that the expectation value of the position operator be invariant, 
i.e., according to (184), 

X0r(R, -P0p) = T3X0r{R, P0P)T3. (191) 

For the pure Lorentz transformation character we postulate in view of ( 44) 
(which is valid for any spin) and (186) 

[Ni x! J - J -1{xi [H x! J} op , op - :zC op , 1 op , op , (192) 
where we applied the translation property (188). 

d. Transformation to even form of the Hamilton operator; the position 
operator 

The Feshbach-Villars Hamiltonian (173) contains the odd matrix , 2• As a 
consequence the wave equation (172) consists of two coupled differential 
equations. They may be uncoupled by performing a transformation 1 which 
is the analogue of the Pryce-Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation for the 
Dirac particle. If one transforms the wave function according to 

p = uop 'J-1, (193) 

the operators Q0P should transform in such a way that the expectation values 
are invariant, i.e. as a consequence of (175), 

J ~t ~ ~ J t IJl 1 T 3 Qop lJI 2 dR = IJl 1 T 3 Qop IJl 2 dR, 

so that, with (193), we have 

Q~ _ (Ut)-1 Q u-1 
op - T 3 op T 3 op op • 

In particular choosing Q0P as the unit operator and requiring that Q0
P be the 

unit operator as wel! (so that the inner product (174) is invariant) one has 

1 _ (ut )-1 u-1 - '3 op '3 op , 

or equivalently 

U _ (Ut)-1 
op - '3 op '3, 

1 H. Feshbach and F. Villars, op. cit. 

(194) 

(195) 

(196) 

(197) 
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so that (195) may be written as 
~ -1 a.; = uopQop uop. (198) 

tor in the new picture is found to be 

X0P = R. 

445 

(204) 
The Hamiltonian, which governs the time behaviour of P, follows from 
(172) and (193): 

~ -1 h auop l 
H0P = U0pHop U0P • -~-- U0r 

i ot 
(199) 

(One should note that this transformation of the Hamiltonian is of course 
not of the type (198); only if U0r is independent of the time - as it will turn 
out to be in the present field-free case - this expression reduces to its first 
term.) 
The Hamiltonian H0P (I 73) may be diagonalized with the help of an 

operator U0r which is such that its inverse u0-;,
1 contains in its columns the 

eigenvectors of H0r. Then one finds that a possible choice for U0r is: 

U i (1 ) ( Eor )·} J (1 ) (mc2)½ op = ·2 +1;1 -·2 +2 -1;1 ~ , 
me E0r 

where the energy operator is 

E _ (P2 2 2 4)+ 
op= opc +m C • 

(200) 

One should still check whether this result satisfies the Lorentz covariance 
condition (192) (with circumflexes). To that end we write first the trans 
formed coordinate 

~ -1 R0P = U0PRU0r = R+ç0p, 

with the Jatter quantity given by 

ç - - h u au;;, 1 - h 3 u op u - 1 
op . op ~p . ~p op 

l O op 1 0 op 

or explicitly, with (200) inserted, 

ç = hc2P.".P T1. 
op 2 -E2 

1 op 

Then the operator N0P (187) becomes with (202), (205) and (207): 

N0p = ½c-1T3{R, E0p}• 

(205) 

(206) 

(207) 

(208) 
(201) 

The form (200) satisfies (197). Indeed the transformed Hamiltonian (199), 
that follows from (173) by applying the time-independent transformation 
operator (200), is now 

Hop = T3Eop (202) 

and has thus diagonal form. Hence the positive- and negative-energy solu 
tions in this new picture (indicated by circumflexes) are no Jonger mixed. 
For that reason only that part of the operators for physical quantities that is 
even in the new picture comes into play if one considers its expectation value 
for positive- ( or negative-) energy solutions. 
The even part of the position operator, which will be denoted as X0r in the 

new picture, follows from the requirements (188-192). From the require 
ments (188) and (189) alone - translation and rotation covariance - one has 
the genera! form 

X0p = R+f1(E0p)P0p+/2(E0p}r3P0p, (203) 

with arbitrary functions z] and/2• The requirement (190) about spatial in 
version does not restrict (203) any further. The requirement of time reversal 
(191) makes both j] and/2 vanish. Thus the even part of the position opera- 

Substituting this expression, (202) and (204) into (192) with circumflexes, 
one finds an identity, so that indeed the Lorentz covariance condition is 
satisfied. 
We note that the position operator (204) reads in the original, Feshbach 

Villars picture 

Xor = R- hc2Por 
2 'E2. T 1. 
l op 

(209) 

A few remarks may be made about the position operator obtained. In the 
first place we note that its components commute (in contrast with the 
components of the position operator for the Dirac particle ). Furthermore 
the orbital angular momentum RA P0P, which according to (179) is the 
generator of rotations, may be written as the vector product X

0
P A Pop of the 

position operator X0P and the momentum operator P
0
p, as follows from 

(209). 
The position operator found here is the same as the operator obtained by 

Newton and Wigner ', as may be checked by translating it into the momentum 
representation, which they employ. 

1 T. D. Newton and E. P. Wigner, op. cit. 
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5 The Klein-Gordon particle in a field 
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a. Inoariance properties 

The wave function for the Klein-Gorden particle with charge e in an external 
electromagnetic field, described by the four-potential A1' = ( <p, A) satisfies 
the equation 

((aµ- ~: Aµ)(a1
'- ~: Aµ) - ~:t} lp(R, t) = 0. (210) 

The transformation properties (165-169) of the wave function remain valid 
in this case if one transforms the four-potential in the right way, i.e. as a 
four-vector under Lorentz transformation and as (<p'(R', t'), A'(R', t')) = 
(<p(R, t), -A(R, t)) both under spatial inversion and time reversal. 
The Klein-Gordon equation (210) fora particle in an external field may 

be transformed by employing an artifice, similar to that for the free particle. 
In fact if one defines 

1 { h ( a ie ) } u = -,- lp-~ ::- + - <p ~/ ' 
.J2 imc" ot h 

1 f h ( a ie ) ) V = --- lp + --- - + - <p lp j 
~2 l imc: àt h 

and uses (171 ), one obtains for (210) an equation of the form (172), but with 
the Hamiltonian 1 

(211) 

2 

H ( . ) n0p 2 op= ,3+!!2 -- +me ,3+e<p, 
2m 

where we introduced the abbreviation 

e 
nop = Pop - - A . 

C 

(212) 

(213) 

Let us study the invariance properties of expectation values for operators 
that depend not only on the coordinate and momentum operators but also 
on the potentials. 
Under translations (6) one finds that the expectation value of an operator 

changes by an amount which is the expectation value of the operator 

óQop = i s-[POP' Qop]+Qop(R, POP' A-s·VA, <p-s·V<p)-QoiR, pop, A, <fJ), 
h 

(214) 
1 H. Feshbach and F. Villars, op. cit. 

as follows from (96) and (177). If one limits oneself to terms with the po 
tentials but without their derivatives this expression reduces to 

i 
óQop = - w[Pop, QopJ. 

h 

as follows from (99) and (177). Up to potentials only it becomes 

' - i ·[R p ] ( A)· oQop uQop - h s /\ op' Qop + s /\ oA . 

If the operator 00P is a vector operator, it satisfies the relation 

[(R P ); QÎ ] .h imnA oQ!P .h =a /\ op , op - l 8 m -- = l 8 k op • 
oA" ' 

óQ0P = ~ s·[R /\ n0P, Q0PJ. h 

(215) 

Under rotations (12), the change of expectation values is governed by the 
operator 

i 
óQ0P = - w[R/\P0p, Q0P]+Q0r(R, P0p, A+s/\A-(s/\R)·VA, 

h 
<p-(s/\R)·V<p)-Q0r(R, P0p, A, <p), (216) 

(217) 

(218) 

A particular case of (217) arises if the operator Q0P is independent of <p and 
depends on A only in the combination n0P (213). Then (217) reads 

(219) 

Under spatial inoersion (18) the expectation value in the new frame is the 
expectation value of 

Qop(-R, -Pop, -A, <p ), 

as follows from (105) and (177). In particular a polar or an axial vector 
operator is characterized by 

Qor(-R, -Pop, -A,<p) = +Uop(R,Pop,A,<p). (221) 

Under time reversal (22) the expectation value in the new frame is the 
expectation value of 

,3Q0p(R, -P0p, -A, <p )r3, 

(220) 

(222) 

where we have used (108) and (183). 
Under pure Lorentz transformations (27) the two-component wave func 

tion transforms in a way that is slightly different from the transformation 
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(185) for the free particle case, namely 

P'(R', t') = {1-½(,3 + ii-2) wnop} P(R, t), 
me 
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(223) 

as follows from (169) and the definitions (211) ( note that the Jatter contain 
the scalar potential which transforms also, and thus yield a term with the 
vector potential). For the expectation value of an operator in the new frame 
one finds, by a reasoning which is analogous to that of (29-33), an expression 
which differs from that in the old frame by a quantity which is the expectation 
value of the operator 

i ( -i èA éiQop = h s·[Nop-etPop' Qop] +Qop R, pop' A-scp +ets·VA + e s·R at' 
cp-s·A + ets-Vcp + e-1wR ècp) -Q0r(R, P0P, A, cp ), (224) 

èt 

where (109) has been used. Here N0P is given by (187), but with the Hamil 
tonian (212). Up to terms with the potentials this expression reduces to 

'Q i [ p ] ea.; ea., A u op= -s- N0P-et op,Qop -w-~-cp- -~-w . 
h oA ocp 

If Q0P depends only on R and n0P, this expression becomes 

éiQ0P = ~s·[Ni~l-etP0p, Qop] 
h 

with the definition 
N(q,) - i i{R H } op = -re ' op - ecp ' 

where we used (187). 

(225) 

(226) 

(227) 

b. Covariance requirements on the position operator 

Just as in the field-free case (section 4c) we shall list the covariance require 
ments for the position operator, in which we now include terms with the 
potentials. 
The translation property remains of the form (188), while the rotation and 

spatial inoersion properties follow by stipulating that the position operator 
be a polar vector: 

(cf. (218) and (221)). Time reversal invariance of the position operator im 
plies (cf. (222)) 

X0r(R, -P0p, -A,cp) = T3X0/R,P0p,A,cp),3. (230) 

As to the Lorentz cooariance we require the relation 

1' (~xj sx! ) i j _ tl O op O op i _ 1 - 1 f i j , [Nop, xop] -: --:;-- cp+ -~-A - ze lxop, [Hop, xopL, 
z oA1 ocp 

which follows from ( 44) and (225). 

(231) 

c. The transformed Hamilton operator 

The Hamilton operator (212) which contains the odd matrix ,2 may be 
brought into even form by means of two successive transformations. In the 
first place we employ a transformation operator Ui,or of which the Weyl 
transform is analogous to the Weyl transform of (200): 

( 
E )-l: (me2)-l: Ui .op+±: ½(1 +ri) -"z +½(1 ri) -- = U1. 
me En 

(232) 

Here we used the abbreviation E" ( 134) with n = p - ( e/ c )A the Weyl 
transform of n0P (213). Then, since the Weyl transform of H

0
P (212) is 

2 

H0P+t(r3+ir2)!!__ +me2i-3+ecp = H, 
2m 

(233) 

one finds up to terms with the derivatives of the potentials 

ul,op Hop '3 «t., T3 +±: U 1 Hi-3 ur '3 
ieli au aH t k ieh aH aut k + - 8- -k -- - T3 U T3 B + - 8· 'k U -- T3 - T3 B 
2 '.I ::,p è 2 '} ;'.) ~p 

C O i Pj C uP1 0 j 

ien au aut k + --1\jk ~- HT3 -~- T3 B 
2c oP1 oPj 

ieh au acp t ieîi ècp aut 
- - -- -_ T 3 U T 3 + - U -- T 3 --: T 3 

2 aP1 èR' 2 óR1 aP' 

with U the Weyl transform of (200 ). Apart from the matrices r 3 this expres 
sion is formally identical with (135). The operator U1,0P fulfils the relation 
(196) since, up to terms with the derivatives of the potentials: 

(234) 

"'Xj 
[(R P )1 x! ] .11 im"A o op _ -~. =x /\ op , op - ! 8 m -- - ln8 k,op, 

aA" 

X0P(-R, -P0p, -A, cp) = -X0r(R, P0p, A, cp) 

(228) 

(229) 
u t --,+ t ieti au au·, k 1,opT3U1,opT3*-'-U1T3U1T3+-B;jk-T3--T3B = 1, (235) 

2e er, apj 
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where we used the explicit expression (232) to show that the first term in the 
middle member is equal to 1, 'while the vanishing of the last term in the 
middle member follows from (206) with (207). This result shows that 
,3 Ul,op ,3 is equal to u;,JP. Substituting (232), (233), (202), (206) and (207) 
into the right-hand side of (234) we get 

U H U-1 o<p 
1op op 1op+.t,3En+e<p+e-·ç. 
' ' àR 

- i - li à U Lop - i -,+ E - E·;; UI ,op HU l ,op -;- -;_·-- U ! ,op +c- î 3 "+ etp e ~. 
1 ot 

A second transformation with the operator 

e U20r+.tl- -,3E·l;, 
' 2E 

X0r +.t R. 

(236) 

Since the time derivative of the transformed wave function is determined by 
(199), we also need oU1,0rfàt ofwhich the Weyl transform is -(e/c)(àU/àp)· 
(èA/èt) (up to terms Iinear in e and without second derivatives of the poten 
tials ), as follows from (232). Therefore we find 

(237) 

(238) 

which fulfils (196) (up to terms linear in e), brings the Hamiltonian to the 
even form 

H~ _ U u-1 -1 h à(U2,or U1,or) -1 u-1 
or= U2,op 1,opHor 1,or U2,op--:- ,.,_ U1,or 2.op 

1 

+!: î3 En+e<p, (239) 

up to terms linear in e and without second derivatives of the potentials. This 
result shows that the transformed Hamiltonian contains only terms with the 
potentials and not with the fields ( although in the derivation terms with the 
derivatives of the potentials have been taken into account). This situation is 
different from that of the Dirac particle, as (143) shows. 

d. The position operator and the equation of motion 

From the translation, rotation, spatial inversion, time reversal and Lorentz 
covariance properties ( l 88) and (228-231 ), it follows that the part 
of the position operator that is even in the new picture is, up to terms with 
the potentials, 

or, if one transforms back to the original picture, 

lic2n 
Xor +.t R- ---2 '1 

2iE" 

451 

(241) 

(cf. (209) for the field-free case). 
The time derivative of the expectation value of the position operator (240) 

is the expectation value of the velocity operator 

A _ dX0P _ i ~ ~ ] 
vor = --- = - [Hop, Xop . 

dt li 

This may be seen by writing for an arbitrary operator .Q
0
P 

à J ~ t ~ ~ -J ~ t f i ~ ~ o.Qop} ~ -- 'l' r3Qop 'l'dR - 'l' î3 l- [H0p, Qop]+ --- 'l'dR, at n ai 

111 di\r +.t y-1(U-JJfJ)'(eE + eJJ t\ B), 
dt 

(242) 

(243) 

as follows from (I 72) with circumflexes and the fact that the Hamiltonian 
(239) commutes with r3• From (239) and (240) one finds for (242): 

C21'C 
vop+"!:î3-. 

E" 
For the second time derivative of X0r one finds with (239): 

dzx~ dA • -,A 2 ( 2pp) ( p ) op - vop - l ~ A ovop - C C • C --- = --- = -[H , v ]+ --- ~- U- --- ,3eE+e- t\B . 
dt2 dt rl op op in E E2 E 

(245) 

(244) 

lf only the positive energy solutions are considered, one may replace r3 by 
I. Then (245) becomes 

(246) 

(240) 

where we introduced the abbreviations JJ = cP/E and y = (l -/J2)-½. Up to 
order e0 and for positive energy solutions JJ is the Weyl transform of c- 1 
times the velocity operator. 
The right-hand side of (246) contains the Lorentz force, but no terms with 

derivatives of the fields, although such terms with first derivatives have been 
taken into account in the derivation. (For the Dirac particle they did occur, 
as (158) shows.) The factor U -PP is a consequence of the fact that we stud 
ied the time derivative of the velocity operator: in classica! theory one 
encounters a factor of the same type. 
The same genera! remarks on the connexion with classica! theory as made 

at the end of section 3 for the Dirac particle apply also here. 
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APPENDIX 

On covariance properties of physical quantities 
for the Dirac and Klein-Gordon particles 

a. The Dirac equation in covariant notation 

The Dirac equation (1) with (2) fora free particle may be written in covariant 
form, by introducing the matrices y0 = -i/3 and y = -i/Jrf., which fulfil the 
anticornmutation relations 

{yl', yv} = 2g1'", (Al) 

where the metric tensor g1'" bas components g00 = -1, g'' = 1 (i = 1, 2, 3) 
and the others zero. Since rf. and f3 are hermitian, y° is anti-hermitian and y 
hermitian. By multiplication of the Dirac equation (1) with (2) by {3/hc one 
obtains the form 

( me) yµa1,+ - Vi = o, 
' fi 

with 81, = 8/oW. The covariance properties of this equation follow by con 
sidering an infinitesimal Poincaré transformation 

(A2) 

R'µ = (b~+r,'.~)Rv+1( (A3) 

with 171' an infinitesimal four-vector and ,r an infinitesimal antisymmetric 
four-tensor. The Dirac equation (A2) is covariant with respect to the Poin 
caré group if one transforms the wave function as 

if/(R', t') = (1 +¼id'vCJµ,)/;(R, t) 

with CJ1'v = -½i[y'', yv]. Indeed the covariance of the Dirac equation follows, 
if one substitutes this expression and the transformed four-derivative ( which 
follows from (A3)) into the equation (A2) written with primes and if use is 
made of the commutation rule 

["!' J. i[/P (J. ] = [;µ}.}' •• 
l ' 4 /.o A 

(A4) 

(AS) 

In particular if eij = -eijkek (with e'jk the antisymmetric unit tensor and e 
an infinitesimal three-vector), eio = 0 and 171' = 0 one finds for (A3) the 
expression (12) and for (A4) the expression (13). The latter fact follows 
because eij CJ ij = - eijkek CJ ij = - 2wo- with o- = -½iy /\ y = -½irf. /\ rf.. 

In the special case e'.0 = e~ = -ei (with an infinitesimal three-vector e), 
e'j = 0 and ryµ = 0 one recovers (27) from (A3), and (28) from (A4). 
One may also prove the invariance of the Dirac equation under spatial 

inversion 
t' = f, 

t' - -t, 

R' = -R. 

Indeed with the transformation of the wave function 

t/;'(R', t') = iy0tf;(R, t) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(instead of iy0 = f3 one might as well use y0 times a different phase factor) 
one finds that the Dirac equation is valid with primes throughout. 
Finally the Dirac equation is invariant under time reversal 

R' = R. (A8) 
With the anti-linear transformation 

t/;'(R', t') = Tif1*(R, t) (A9) 

( the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate ), where T is a matrix such that 

y-1yoT = -yo*, T-1y1T y;*, 

{
,µ (~ _ ie A) me (g-~2= '"'F } ., = 0 y O µ µ + 2 (J /l\' ,jl • 

he h 8me 

ïfï( R)tQ~~- .. v"(Pop)t/;( R) 

(AIO) 

one finds that the Dirac equation is valid for primed quantities. (In the 
Pauli representation one bas y0 = -ip3 and y = p2 o-, so that rf. = p1 

a and 
f3 = p3; one finds from (AIO) that a possible choice for T is CJ 

2
.) 

The Dirac equation for a particle with an anomalous magnetic moment 
(I) with (93) becomes in covariant notation 

(Al 1) 

The covariance of this equation follows by using the same arguments as 
above. 

b. Local couariance and Klein's theorem 

From the transformation character of the four-component wave function t/; 
under pure Lorentz transformations we shall prove the following lemma: 
Let Q~~···"" (with v1, .•. , v11 assuming the values 0, 1, 2, 3) be a set of 
operators depending on Dirac matrices and the momentum operator 
P0P = (fi/i)o/3R. Then the quantity 

(A12) 
.1,? 
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(with ïfï = i{tty°) is for all solutions t{t of the Dirac equation fora free 
particle - a local tensor density under pure Lorentz transformations if 
and only if the operator relation: 

n 

[Ni Qv1 ... v,,] = C-lRi[H Qv, ... v,,] + ih '\' (givjQv1 ... Vj-10vj+1 ... v,, 
op, op op , op L op 

j=l 

-gÛVjQV1 ... Vj- tiVJ+ J .. ,V,1) op , (A13) 

(with N0P given in (34) as ½c-1{R, H0P}) holds true. 

Proof: Under the pure Lorentz transformation (27) the quantity (Al2) is, 
according to (28), transformed to 

ï(ï'(R')yllQ~~---Vn(P~p)i/t'(R') 

= i]ï(R)(l +½s-~)y1'(1-½e·~)Q~~---v,,(P~p)i/t(R) 

-ï/Ï(R)yll[Q~~- .. v"(P0p), ½e·~Jif;(R), (AI4) 

(up to first order in e). Now, since 

J-[e·~ yll] = /;µ "v 2 , ·v I , 

with ei0 = e~ = -ei and r-Y = 0, one may write this as: 

i]ï'( R')yllQ~~ ... v,,(P~P)ift' ( R') 
= iJï(R)(be + e~v)y"Q~t· .. v"(Pop)i/t( R) + i]ï(R)yll{ Q~t ... v,,(P~P) 
-Q~~---V"(P0p)}i/t( R)-i]ï(R)yll[Q~~---Vn(P0p), ½s-~ ]i/t(R). 

(AIS) 

(Al6) 

The second term at the right-hand side may be written in a different form by 
using the relation that follows from (27) and the Dirac equation ( 1 ): 

Q (pr ) Q (P ) _ , - J , àQop H op op - op op - - C 8 -- op, 
èP0P 

or, with the commutation rule [P0p, R] = -ihU, 

(Al 7) 

Q0/P~P)-Q0rCP0p) = i [e-RH0p, Qop]- _!_ e·R[H0p, QopJ. (Al8) 
he he 

Then the second and third term at the right-hand side of (Al6) become 
together 

Ä ï/Ï(R)yi'([ e·N0p, Q~~---v"] -c- 1 e·R[ Hop, Q~~---v"])i/t(R), 

where (34) has been used. From (AI6) with this result and the fact that t{t is 

(A19) 

arbitrary (in its dependence on space coordinates) it follows by considering 
the coefficients of the components of e that the lemma as stated above is 
proved. 
In the main text it was shown that the expectation value of an operator 

Q0P that depends on the momentum operator and on Dirac matrices changes 
under pure Lorentz transformations (27) by an amount which is the expecta 
tion value of the operator (33): 

i 
bQop = - [s-Nop, QopJ. 

h (A20) 

On the other hand the expectation value of a:~---Vn transforms as a tensor if 
one has 

n 
bQVJ ... v,, = -i:;. '° (gÎVjQV1 .. ,Vj-10Vj; , ... v,,_gov,QVJ ... \'j-!ÎVj+I--·"") (A21) 

op t L op op · 
j=l 

Hence the expectation value of Q0P transforms as a tensor if and only if the 
right-hand sides of (A20) and (A21) are equal or if 

11 

[Ni Qv, ... v,,] = ih '\' (giVjQV1 ... Vj-1Ovj+1- .. v,,_gOv;Qv,, .. vj-JiVj+J, .. v,,) 
op ' op L op op · 

j=l 
(A22) 

Comparison of this condition with the lemma condition (Al3) shows 
that the statement that (Al2) has tensor character is then and only then 
equivalent with the statement that the expectation value of Q

0
P transforms 

as a fout-tensor, if the operator Q0P commutes with the Hamiltonian H
0
p, 

i.e. if Q0P is a conserved quantity. This is the theorem of Felix Klein. (This 
theorem may alternatively be proved by considering the local conservation 
law that follows from the commutation of Q0P with the Hamiltonian; see 
problems I and 2.) The treatment given above shows explicitly how local 
covariance and covariance of expectation values are connected in the genera! 
case in which the quantity Q0P is not conserved. 
In the following we shall need an extension of the lemma given in (Al 2- 

A 13) to the case of an operator Q~r which depends also on coordinates and 
on time in such a way that 

[pi Qv J h iv op, op = -;- g , 
l 

[- J:i_ ~ Qv] 
ic àt ' op 

/j Ov = -g 
i 

(A23) 
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This means that Q~P is of the form 

Q~iPop' R) = R" + Q~p(Pop), 
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(A24) 

where Q:P(P0P) is an operator of the type discussed earlier. 
Since the quantity îf,lRvt/1 transforms as a local tensor density, the state 

ment that ïfiyµQ~pt/1 is a local tensor density under pure Lorentz transforma 
tions is equivalent to the statement that ïfiyi'Q~P !/J transforms as a tensor. 
Hence according to the lemma (AI2-13) one finds that Q~P fulfils (AI3). 
Now one may check by using (34) that R" satisfies the identity 

[N~P-etP~P' Rv] = e-1RlH0P-ih o/ot, Rv]+ih(g'vR0-g0vRi). (A25) 

From this relation and (A24) it follows that (A13) is for the present case 
equivalent with 

[ -i - i ~v J -1 '[ · ,., ~v J · ·( iv~O Ov~, ) Nop-etPOP' Qop = e R Hop-zh o/àt, Qop +ih g Qop-g Qop' 

where we used the relations [P~1" Q~P] = 0 and [à/àt, Q~P] = 0. In other 
words we have derived the generalized lemma: 
Let Q~P be a set of operators depending on Dirac matrices, the momentum 
operator, the coordinates and time in such a way that (A23) is fulfilled. 
Then the quantity 

î/i(R)y1'Q~iP0P, R)i/l(R) 

(A26) 

(A27) 

is for all solutions t/J of the Dirac equation for a free particle - a local 
tensor density under pure Lorentz transformation if and only if the opera 
tor relation 

[Ni pi Q~v ] - !R'[H -, ;,/;, Q~v ] ·1:( ivQ~o OvQ~' ) (A28) op-et op, op e op-/ 1 Cut, op +111 g op-g op 

is valid. 

c. Cooariance requirements on the position and spin operator of the free Dirae 
particle 

In the main text we derived the position and spin operator from a number of 
requirements which it should fulfil. Among them were the conditions (45) 
and ( 48-49) which we called the covariance conditions. They were inspired 
by the analogy with classica! reasonings. The imposing of these conditions 
led to position and spin operators, which (when generalized to the case of a 
particle in a field) obeyed equations of motion thathave the same form as the 
classica! equations of motion for a composite particle. 

One may ask oneself how these covariance conditions are related to local 
covariance and covariance of expectation values, discussed in the preceding 
subsection in connexion with Klein's theorem. In particular one may wonder 
whether it is possible to find a position operator X0P which is the space part 
of a set of four operators x;P ( v = 0, 1, 2, 3) such that iyy''X;'P !/J is a local 
tensor density. One knows that the space part X0P should satisfy the property 
of translation covariance (36). Let us assume moreover that X

0
P does not 

explicitly depend on the time t and that the time component X
0
°P does not 

depend explicitly on the coordinates R and on the time tin a way specified by 

[~, X~PJ = 1.. eet 

Then it follows from the lemma (A27-28) that local covariance of î/ii'X;'Pt/1 
leads to four conditions (v = 0, !, 2, 3) 

[Ni pi xv ] - !Ri[H ·:t. '.'.1/" xv ] •J; ( ivxo Ovxi ) (A30) op-et op, op = e op-Zrt u et, op +111 g op-g op. 

Since we are interested in even operators, i.e. operators which contain only 
even Dirac matrices in the P-FW picture, and since Nop ( 64 ), il op ( 48) are 
even but R0P (61) contains an odd part given in (63), it follows that (A30) 
cannot be satisfied. Hence four operators X0'~ ( v = 0, 1, 2, 3) which would 
lead to a Iocal four-tensor density î/iyµ X

0
vP tfi cannot be found. 

Instead one might look fora set of four operators of which the zero com 
ponent is simply et on the argument that in the usual formulation of quantum 
mechanics the time plays a role which is essentially different from that of the 
space coordinates. One may try then to impose (A30) for v 1, 2, 3 only, 
but putting x0 equal to et. If again one assumes that X

0
P does not depend ex 

plicitly on time, one finds 

[Nï pi vj] -1R;[H Xj] ·:t. ij op-et op, /l0P = e op, op +ihctq . 

0 = [R', [H0p, X~P]], 
[Ni - tP' xj] - .l -lfR' [H x! ]} •J; t iJ op e op' op - 2 e l , op, op + l ll C g · 

(A29) 

(A3l) 

For the same reasons as given above an even operator X;P satisfying this 
condition does not exist either. 
The condition (A3!) is equivalent to the following two conditions, which 

are half the sum and half the difference of (A31) and its herrnitian conjugate 

(A32) 

(A33) 

As seen above no even operator XjP exists satisfying both of these relations. 
The condition (A32) alone is sufficient already to exclude the existence of a 
solution, as follows from the genera! form (59) for the position operator 
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with (58) and (61). Therefore one may try to impose only (A33), while 
forgetting about (A32). Using the translation property (36) one may write 
(A33) as 

[Ni x! J - i -1JRÎ [H x! J} op , op - 2 C l ~ op , op · (A34) 

However by insertion of the general form (59) with (58), (61) and (64) one 
gets contradictory equations for the form factors/1(E0P) and/2(E0P) so that 
no even position operator that satisfies (A34) exists. 
A different line of approach would consist in requiring the covariance of 

the expectation value of the position operator instead of local covariance. 
Then, as follows from (33), we must have 

[N~p-ctP~P' x~p] = ihctq": (A35) 

Once more with ( 59) and ( 64) inserted one finds a negative result. So this 
road is blocked as well. 
Returning to the condition (A34) one notices that the coordinate Ri looks 

like a foreign element since elsewhere in the condition the position X~P 
occurs. So one is led to re place Ri in ( A34) by X~r. In that case one gets 

[N~P' x~p] = ½c-1{X~P' [Hop, x~p]}. (A36) 

This is precisely the condition of the main text, which has a solution ex 
plicitly given there. The considerations given here were only intended to 
show that various other conceivable requirements do not lead to results. 

We now turn to the discussion of the covariance requirements on the spin 
operator. Since the translation property (37) implies that the spin operator 
is independent of the coordinates (in the Dirac picture and hence in the 
P-FW picture), the evenness of the operator in the P-FW picture implies 
that it is conserved, as follows from (58). This means that the lemma (A12- 
13) for the spin operator s~~"2 (which will be assumed to be a quantity with 
two indices in which it is antisymmetric) says that the quantity ï{iyµs~t11/J is a 
local covariant tensor if and only if 

[Ni Sv,vz] = ih(giv1SOv1_giv2SOv1 _gov,Siv1+gOv2/v1) 
op , op op op op op · (A37) 

From (A22) it then follows that this condition is equivalent with the require 
ment that the expectation value of the spin operator transforms as a tensor. 
(This is the application of Klein's theorem to the case of the spin operator.) 
Written in terms of the operators s!P = ½eijksjk,op and t~P = s!~ the condition 
(A37) reads 

These are the same as (48) and (49), since s0P and t0P are both conserved so 
that the conditions ( 48) and ( 49) are equivalent with both local covariance 
and covariance of the expectation value of the spin operator. The coinciding 
of the various possible requirements on the spin operator made the problem 
to find it essentially simpler than that of the position operator. 

d. Three mutually excludinq requirements on the position operatorfor the 
free Dirac particle 

In the main text we found that the position operator had non-commuting 
components. Hence the requirement of commutation of these components 
is not consistent with the requirements of Lorentz covariance, at least not 
for an even position operator. One may ask what happens if one would re 
quire from the beginning the commutation and forget about covariance. To 
find the position operator which has this property we insert the genera! ex 
pression (59) for the position operator in the P-FW picture into the com 
mutation rule 

[x~P' x~PJ = o. (A40) 

This yields a number of differential equations for the functions /1 and /2• 
There are three independent solutions. They give rise to the following forms 
for the position operator in the P-FW picture: 

X0r = R, 

~ hc2 
X = R- -------- aAP op E2 2 4 op, op-,n C 

(A41) 

(A42) 

~ hc2 
xop = R- 2 2 4 (l±fJ)aAPop• 

2(E0P-m c) 

The second and third solutions have the unwanted property to be singular for 
zero momentum. If one discards them for that reason, one is left with (A4!), 
which is the position operator of Newton and Wigner1• Hence we conclude 
that if commutation of Cartesian components - as well as a regularity con- 

(A43) 

[Ni .i ] - .h ijk 
op ' Sop - l 8 t k,op ' 

[Ni j] .h ijk 
op' top = - / e sk,op. 

(A38) 

(A39) 

1 T. D. Newton and E. P. Wigner, Rev. Mod. Phys. 21(1949)400; K. Bardakci and R. 
Acharya, N. Cim. 21(1961)802; P. M. Mathews and A. Sankaranarayanan, Progr. Theor. 
Phys. 26(1961)499; 27(1962)1063; W. Weidlich and A. K. Mitra, N. Cim, 30(1963)385; 
U. Schröder, Ann. Phy,ik 14(1964)91 ;T. 0. Philips, Phys. Rev. 136B(1964)893; A. Galindo, 
N. Cim. 37(1965)413; R. A. Berg, J. Math. Phys. 6(1965)34; A. Sankaranarayanan and 
R. H. Good Jr., Phys, Rev. 140B(1965)509; P. M. Mathews, Phys. Rev. 143(1966)985; 
M. Lunn, J. Phys. A2(1969)17. 
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dition - is imposed on the position operator ( apart from its translation, 
rotation, spatial inversion and time reversal properties), one finds the opera 
tor of Newton and Wigner. However covariance is then lost. 
If one wants to impose both covariance and commutation of the com 

ponents one is obliged to leave the domain of operators which are even in 
the P-FW picture. Then one gets afflicted with the interplay of positive and 
negative energy solutions. If in spite of this one remains interested in the pos 
sible forms of operators which fulfil the requirements of covariance and com 
mutation, one may start from the genera! expression which satisfies the re 
quirements of translation, rotation, spatial inversion and time reversal. In the 
P-FW picture one has then 

Xop = R+ {fi(Eop)+ /JfzCEop)}a /\ Pop+fiEop)P2 a+fiEop)Pz Poppor·a. 
(A44) 

By imposing the Lorentz covariance condition (60) one finds equations for 
thef;{E0P) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Upon substitution of the solutions into the above 
expression one obtains two types of possible position operators 

X~ -R ha/\P0P f() P· op - + 2 + 4 Eop Pz Pop opa, 
2m(E0P+me ) 

X _ R- he2a /\ pop he { _ e2Poppop·a \ op - 2 ± -- Pz G ~ 2 • 
2E0r{E0P + me ) 2E0P E0p(.t.0P + me )f 

requirements of translation, rotation, spatial inversion and time reversal 
alone. It turned out to satisfy the Lorentz covariance requirement and to 
possess commuting components. Hence these two latter properties are com 
patible for even operators in the case of the Klein-Gord on particle. 
For purely academie reasons one may still ask which position operators 

are possible if odd operators are allowed to play a role. Then, from the re 
quirements of translation, rotation, space inversion and time reversal alone, 
one bas for the position operator the form 

Xor = R+/1(Eor}r1Por· (A48) 

(A45) 

This position operator satisfies the Lorentz covariance condition and bas 
also commuting components, for arbitrary function /~. lts even part is R, 
which also separately fulfils the requirements of Lorentz covariance and has 
commuting components. 
The possibility of fulfilling simultaneously the requirements of covariance 

and commutativity for the even part of the position operator makes the treat 
ment of a particle without spin essentially simpler than that of a particle with 
spin. 

(A46) 

If one imposes moreover the condition of commutativity of the components 
of X0P, one finds that the solution (A45) does not fulfil this requirement (for 
any f4), while (A46) fulfils it as it stands for both possible signs. The latter, 
with the upper sign, is the Dirac position operator in the P-FW picture, 
as follows from (62) with (63) (keeping in mind that one has i/Joc = -p2a 
in the Pauli representation ). It is simply R in the Dirac picture. The expression 
(A46) with the minus sign is as good a solution as the Dirac position opera 
tor. It reads, in the Dirac picture 

X = R- he
2
a/\P0r + ihme3/3oc (A4?) op Ez E2 

op op 

Incidentally it may be remarked that if we impose the evenness instead of 
the commutativity, one finds as only possibility (A45) withf4 = 0, i.e., as it 
should be, the position operator employed in the main text. 

e. On the uniqueness of the position operator of the free Klein-Gordon particle 

In the main text we found the even part of the position operator from the 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Show from the Dirac equation (1) that j" = ïfïy'Q0Pij; (with Q0P inde 
pendent of the time) is conserved ( aar = 0) if and only if the operator Qop 
commutes with the Hamiltonian H0P. 

2. Prove F. Klein's theorem in its standard form: if a tensor tafi ... µv satisfies 
a local conservation law avta/J ... µv = 0 then the quantity J ('P·-·110dR is con 
served and is a tensor of the type uafi ... µ if the integrand tends to zero at in 
finity in such a way that surface integrals vanish there. 
Hint: since the indices a/3 ... µ appear everywhere in the same way, the 

theorem is proved if one shows for a vector F with aar = 0 that J j0 dR is 
conserved and is a scalar invariant, provided that j0 vanishes sufficiently 
quickly at infinity. The proof follows by considering two space-like surfaces 
(J and ff, quantities JJ0dR = Jrd(Ja and JJ0'dR' = JJ"dff~ = J.i"d(fa and 
by application of Gauss's theorem. 

3. Find the unitary transformation (56) by considering the plane wave 
solutions of the Dirac equation (1) with Hamiltonian (2). 

4. Derive the equation of motion that would result if one takes for the 
position operator of the Dirac particle in an electromagnetic field the opera 
tor R in the Blount picture. Choose for convenience g = 2 and derive first 
the W eyl transform of the velocity operator 

\op=~ [Hop, R]-:;;±.f3nc!'._ + ehc3f3Pu·B _ ehc
2
uAE __ 

h En 2E3 2E(E + mc2) 
ehc4(2E+mc2)P(P /\u)·E 

+----------. 
2E3(E+mc2)2 

Derive then the equation of motion 

dil i ~ A av _ ( m -d0
~ = ; [H0P, mv0PJ + m ~op-:;;±. y 2(U-P/J)· yeE +yep /\ B 
f IÎ Of 

eh [ + ---- (VB)'o-+ __J---(VE)·(/JAu) 
2mc y+l 

+y2(ao + /J·V) {f3u·B- u /\ E + y2pp·(u /\ E)}]) 
ï(y+l) (y+1)2 ' 

where we Iimited ourselves to the upper left part of the matrix expression, 
i.e. f3 replaced by l (necessary for expectation values of the positive energy 
solutions) and where we used the same abbreviations as given above formula 
(158). The fields depend on the position Rand the timet. 
Corresponding to this choice of the position operator one takes now for 

the spin operator (v. (149)): ½hu. Show that the equation for this spin opera 
tor becomes (again with g = 2) 

du i [ ~ e f _ 1 1 )} - = - Hop , u] -:;;±. - y u /\ B - -- u /\ (fJ /\ E , 
dt h me l y+ 1 

where again f3 has been replaced by l. 
The right-hand si des of the equations of motion and spin given above are 

not covariant. To prove this fact one should show in the first place that the 
right-hand side of the equation of motion without the factor y-2(U - /J/J) is 
not the space part of a four-vector. Show this for the terms with field deriva 
tives by writing first the rest frame expression: 

(V'B')-u'-½u' /\a~E' 

and transforming this with the help of the Lorentz transformation formulae 
for (a~, V') and (E', B'), assuming the transformation character of u' to 
have the genera! form 

u' = Fu+GfJfJ·u 

with F and G functions of 1/JI or y. It turns out then that the difference be 
tween this transformed expression and the field derivative terms in the equa 
tion of motion is not parallel to the velocity /J, so that the non-covariance is 
then proved. 
The non-covariance of the spin equation may be proved along similar 

lines. 
(The covariance of the equations of motion and spin as derived in the 

main text may be proved with the same technique. Strictly spoken this is not 
necessary since we started from covariant position and spin operators; more 
over the resulting equations have the same form as the manifestly covariant 
classica! equations.) 

5. The same questions as those of the preceding problem arise if a still 
different position operator is adopted, namely one that is connected with the 
Dirac position operator. Prove first that the operator which is simply R 
in the Dirac picture gets the form (for g = 2) 

41;7 
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R
~ R hc2n/\<r efi2c3(2E2-ni2c4)P/\B += + ----- + --------- 

2En(E" + mc2) 8E4(E + mc2)2 
_ f3_e_h_

2 
c_
2 (E _ P_P_·_E) + R 

4E3 E2 O' 

in the Blount picture. Here R0 is the odd part of the transformed Dirac 
position. lts explicit form is irrelevant if one is interested in the expectation 
value of positive ( or negative) energy solutions: then only the even part of 
the Dirac position operator comes into play. 

Show that the velocity operator corresponding to the even part of the 
Dirac position is: 

~ f3nc2 ehmc" fJPu·B ehc" fJuP·B 
Vop += --- + 2 + __ 2 _ 

E" 2E3(E+mc) 2E (E+mc2) 
_ €!_!unc4 u /\ E _ ehc4 P /\ EP·u. 

2E3 2E3(E+mc2) 

Prove then the equation of motion for this choice of the position operator 

dil _ ( eh [ y 111 -0-1' +±: y 2(U-JJJJ)· yeE +ye/J /\ B + - (VB)-u+ - (VE)·(JJ /\ u) 
dt 2mc y+l 

+ (80 + /J·V) {_1___ uP·B + __C_ /Ju·B + _L__ PP·uP·B 
y+l y+1 y+l 

-1-
1u/\E- _'Y fJ/\EjJ-u-yfJP·(u/\E)}]). 

y+l 

Again fJ was replaced by l. The fields in this equation depend on R and t. 
Introduce now the fields at the position Rand timet. Introduce moreover the 
even part ½ha e.op of the spin operator that corresponds to the Dirac position 
operator, i.e. the operator which is ½hu in the Dirac picture. Prove first that 
the Blount picture expression of this spin operator is, up to terms without 
potentials and fields (needed only for the equation of motion): 

not be specified. Show that the equation of motion then gets the form 

df _2 ( eh , m _or_+±: y (U- P/J)· 11eE +yep /\ B + - [(VB)·u0 dt 2mc 

+y2(ao + P·V){/Jae·B-y-2ae /\ E-JJP·(ae /\ E)}J) . 

To derive the spin equation show first that the even part of the spin opera 
tor which is simply ½h<J' in the Dirac picture, reads (up to terms with poten 
tials) in the Blount picture ( again g = 2): 

, c2n/\(a/\n) a =a- - 
e En(E"+mc2). 

Derive then the equation of motion for this spin operator: 

df; e.op += _!_ 'Y-1 { f; e /\ B + ( f; e /\ E) /\ /J} • 
dt me 

Just as in the preceding problem one may prove the non-covariance of the 
right-hand sides of the equations of motion and spin. 

6. Prove from (158) that one has for the inner product of îl
0
P and mdîl

0
P/dt 

the equation: 

½m {vop·, dvop} +±:y-4 [cye/J·E(X, t)+ ge {JJ·(VB)-s+P·(VE)·(P/\s) 
dt 2m 

+y2p2(a0 + P·V)s·(B-/J /\ E)}- (g-l)e y2(30 + /J'V)(p /\ s)·(E + /J /\ B)] . 
2m 

Compare this result with that of problem 10 of chapter IV. 

f;op += ac+f;o 
with the even part 

, c2P /\ (a /\ P) î'/J /\ (u /\ P) 
(J' = (J'- ------'----------'--- = (J'- -~-- 

e E(E+mc2) y+l 

(which might be written as f;e = y-1n.-1·a) and a0 the odd part which need 


